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With record UK rainfall in December resulting in perma-slop trails and post-

ride trenchfoot, this winter hasn’t been one that most of us will recall

fondly. That said, the bikes and gear that we’ve been running the 

rule over of late have had to prove their worth in the sodden

conditions, so there’s been an upside to the winter monsoons.

2016 is the year that all of the major manufacturers have a

650b+ bike or two in their range and it will be interesting to

see how this new wheel standard fares. Tech Ed Tom puts four

trail bikes with plus-sized wheels through their paces over on 

page 48. Meanwhile in Yorkshire, test guru Guy has been

busy pummelling 10 sets of suspension forks. The results of 

his test may surprise you – check them out on page 68.
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THE ALL-NEW

HABIT
GET INTO THE HABIT

The Habit delivers the best kind of MTB performance - pure,

simple, idiot-grin fun! Composed and capable enough to

run with bigger-travel bikes, yet light and lively enough

to put the hurt on the leg shavers, we could have called it

the “Sweet Spot.” If you’re looking for one bike to do it all,

pick up a Habit.

SEE THE RANGE AT CANNONDALE.COM

MODEL SHOWN HABIT CARBON 1 - £4,499.99 SRP

RANGE FROM £1,299.99 - £6,999.99 SRP

“A LIGHTWEIGHT, GO-FASTER, TROUBLE-MAKER FOR THE DH RIDER WANTING TO CLIMB,

XC RIDER WANTING TO DESCEND AND ENDURO RIDER WANTING SOMETHING LIGHTER TO PLAY ON”

- BIKE RADAR
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Our mission

100% expert, impartial advice
you can trust every month

How
we test

our ratings explained

W
hat Mountain Bike is brought to you 

by the most authoritative team in 

the business. We’ve tested 

thousands of bikes, components 

and items of clothing on trails 

across the world. This means that 

when it comes new kit, we cut 

through the hype and aren’t afraid to tell you exactly how 

it is. We ride on a huge variety of trails to make sure we 

push everything to the limit - and beyond. We’re mountain 

bikers first and foremost and know how important it is to 

get the best gear possible with your hard earned cash. 

That means you can get on with enjoying your ride, safe in 

the knowledge that we’ve done the hard work for you.

Accurate
We measure, check 

and re-check 

everything with our 

own equipment so 

you get hard data –  

not just the claimed 

figures. We make sure  

our testers cross-

reference their 

experiences to ensure 

total reliability.

To arm you with the 

best buying advice 

available, so you get 

the greatest 

pleasure – and value 

– from your biking 

passion. 

Our tests are…

Relevant
Every month we test 

newcomers against 

our price benchmarks 

across the entire 

cross-country and trail 

riding spectrum. We 

constantly review our 

scores to make sure 

they’re graded relative 

to the best items 

currently on sale.

Comprehensive
We test more  

bikes and gear than 

anyone else and 

collectively we’ve 

been doing it for over 

150 years. Our expert 

male and female 

testers put in 

thousands of trail 

miles each to get the 

complete picture.

Independent
Products from 

advertisers are tested 

to the same exacting 

standards as anyone 

elses and no-one pays 

to be in our tests. 

Our long term 

credibility with our 

readers is more 

important than selling 

advertising pages.

Exceptional: A genuine class leader

Very Good: One of the best you can buy

Good: It’ll do the job and do it well

Below average: Flawed in some way

Poor: Simply put, don’t bother

our coveted awards

WINNER VALUE



This is where we 

test and rate the 

newest bikes from 

across the entire 

spectrum of riding 

to see how they 

stack up against 

our benchmarks. 

We take two 

similar items of 

gear and pit them 

against each other 

to find out which 

is best. From forks 

to flat pedals, we 

do it all here.

Take four bikes 

designed with a 

common purpose 

or price and 

thrash them until 

there’s only the 

winner left 

standing. Simple. 

Find out what’s 

really market 

leading with our 

biggest, most 

comprehensive 

grouptest as ten 

products get 

ridden and rated.

Catch up with our 

adventures on our 

personal test 

bikes, see  mods 

we’ve made and 

which bits of kit 

we’re currently 

loving or loathing. 

Six products 

across a range of 

prices are tested 

against each other 

to find out what 

offers the best 

performance  

and value.  

A trio of 

affordable but 

essential items 

are put through 

our rigorous 

testing procedure 

and a winner 

is crowned.

TESTING EXPLAINED

WHAT MOUNTAIN BIKE > MARCH 2016 > 11
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Felt Decree 2.0
£3500  Fast and light trail slayer with a trick up its sleeve
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F
elt may not be the biggest name when it

comes to full-suspension trail bikes, but some

innovative suspension designs have certainly

piqued our interest. Like a few other bikes to

be released lately, such as Orbea’s Occam or

Cannondale’s Habit, the 150mm travel Felt

Decree uses a flexible seatstay to facilitate

the suspension’s movement, rather than a rear pivot.

This saves the weight and servicing faff inherent with

run-of-the-mill bearings, but adds a spring force as the 

seatstays flex.

In Felt’s case, they’ve moulded the carbon seatstays to

rest in the sag position. This means they act to compress 

the shock when it’s at less than 30 per cent travel,

softening the initial stroke, yet they work with the shock

beyond 30 per cent travel, firming up the mid-stroke. If

this sounds familiar, it’s probably because RockShox’

Debonair shocks use an oversized negative air chamber to 

achieve a similar effect. Felt have doubled up on the

supple beginning stroke goodness by speccing the

Debonair version of the RockShox Monarch Plus shock.

You can’t have too much of a good thing, or can you? 

Getting Felt up (and down again)
Jumping aboard the Decree, its turn of speed is striking. On

flat ground, the fast rolling Schwalbe Nobby Nic tyres and

low weight (12.6kg in XL) allow it to really bowl along. It’s

comfy too thanks to the genuinely supple suspension,

which tracks chattery ground with sublime sensitivity. This 

allows the 650b wheels to rip along rough and rutty

terrain, even if you haven’t the will or the traction available 

to get out of the saddle. A 31.8mm carbon bar and ESI

foam grips boost comfort, rendering the Felt Decree a 

great mile-muncher.

When the trail gets steep things get more complicated.

The suspension does a great job of keeping traction and

comfort high, without wallowing or bobbing too much, but

the slack 73 degree seat angle makes it hard to attack the

steepest inclines, and we found ourselves straining at the

bar to keep the front end from lifting. Out of the saddle,

the frame felt really taut and stiff under power; wrenching

on the bars on steep pedal-punching efforts, power was 

delivered with minimal flex and rapid acceleration. 

Spot-on suspension
When it comes to getting back down, it’s a mixed bag

again. Suspension wise, it’s very encouraging. Felt’s

vertically flexy stays, combined with that Debonair shock

and a gradually progressive leverage curve, mean really

supple small-bump performance, delivering comfortable

and traction-rich sensitivity at the beginning of the stroke, 

before ramping up smoothly to resist wallow when

pushing hard into corners or take-offs. Up front, the

150mm Pike RC is superb as ever. We added three

RockShox’ Bottomless Tokens to get the front matching

the rear in terms of progressiveness. This is roughly how

we would choose to set up a Pike fork, so the fact that it

matches the feel of the rear says a lot about how the 

frame’s suspension ramps up. Spot on.

While the frame’s progressive suspension and stiffness

impressed, its geometry isn’t particularly inspiring. The

slack seat angle is the main issue, but it’s also a little tall 
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1 We don’t want to make the
Pike blush, but it’s a great fork

2 Two-by groupsets might be
more Germanic, but they’re

handy on steep climbs

3 Monarch DebonAir
complements the back end

4 DT Swiss wheels impress
in all but their width – wider

rims equals more tyre support

and short. While a 465mm reach figure may look about

average for an XL frame, the long 550mm seat tube

means you have to be really tall to fit on it. For our 6ft 3in 

tester, the front end felt slightly twitchy and cramped.

The 66.5 degree head angle and 340mm BB height are

reasonable rather than radical. Adjustable geometry gives

you the option to make it steeper and higher for better

climbing, but this sacrifices descending stability. It’s a

drum we like to bang a lot, but we’d prefer the bike was

longer, lower, slacker and had a steeper seat angle at the

same time – the adjustable geometry only allows one or 

the other.

Component clashes
The shock’s piggyback reservoir keeps the shock cool and 

consistent on prolonged descents, suggesting an

aggressive enduro edge to the bike’s intentions. However,

the 750mm bars and long-ish (75mm) stem really limit

the Decree’s aggro descending capabilities (we soon

swapped to a 50mm stem, which helped with downhill

confidence immeasurably). While the tyres are both light

and fast rolling, Schwalbe’s Pacestar compound is slippery 

when wet and the Snakeskin casings are squirmy and

vague when pushed hard. This is at odds with the hugely 

capable Monarch Plus shock – we’d rather the RT3

climbing switch option instead to maximise the (already

respectable) pedalling efficiency, and to keep the rear from

slouching back on steep climbs. This would suit the bike’s

character more than the Monarch’s piggyback, which only 

makes a difference on prolonged descents.

While front derailleurs look set to go the way of the 

dodo, Shimano’s latest side-swing units are quite possibly

the best examples off the breed that ever were or will be:

offering consistent, precise shifting and plenty of range.

We would have been happy with a single ring though. Out 

back, the XT 11-speed shifting was crisp and clear,

arguably more so than SRAM’s equivalent 11-speed 

groups. It didn’t miss a beat.

Relatively speaking, Shimano’s Deore brakes may look

like a spec shortfall, but in our experience these budget

stoppers can be more consistent and reliable than the

brand’s more expensive brakes. Decked out with heat-

shedding finned pads, they’re actually top performers.

The RockShox Reverb seatpost is always a welcome

sight. DT Swiss M1900 wheels are solid and fairly stiff, but

at 22.5mm internal rim width, they could do with being

wider to give the tyres more support. The foam ESI grips

won’t be to everyone’s tastes, but they’re light and comfy

over chattery ground. The Decree’s impressive turn of

speed and all day comfort make it a joy to ride over long

distances, and the innovative suspension design is really

impressive too. We just wish the geometry was a little 

more innovative to match.

BUYER’S GUIDE See more mid-range trail bikes on p109

Fast yet comfortable mile-muncher, only

let down on steep ups and downs by  

slightly outdated geometry

1

2 3 4
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1 Nicely detailed alloy stays

2 Plenty of adjustability from
the Cane Creek DBInline shock

3 Sculpted dropouts save
weight and boost stiffness

4 Wide bar, short stem - just
right for an aggro trail bike

5 A departure from the usual
Fox/RS, X Fusion’s 160mm

Sweep is very capable

1 2 3 4

5
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I
f you keep an eye on mountain bike media there’s a

strong chance you’ll have seen Cotic’s trail slaying

Rocket gracing hectic terrain under the control of some 

pretty handy riders. The Sheffield-based company

create beautifully finished steel frames, popular with

riders wanting the ‘steel is real’ feel. The Rocket sits in

a shallow pool of steel framed full bouncers alongside

the likes of DMR’s Bolt as well as bespoke options from

the likes of Starling Cycles and BTR. Cotic offer full-build

packages as well as frame-only options. We tested the 

£3549 top spec version straight off the peg.

What’s on?
Where many brands in the enduro market are busy

creating sleeker, lighter and increasingly more technical

rides to lure in their customers, Cotic have separated

themselves with a bike elegantly stripped back. There’s a

beautifully simple and somewhat agricultural feel about

the frame with pivot bolts straight from the hardware

store and welds minimal and clean. The bike looks like a

labour of love with no detail too small to miss. Two colour 

options are available, orange or green.

Most of the frame is Reynolds 853 steel, favoured for

its outstanding strength to weight ratio. The 433mm

chainstays are made of 7005 aluminium, as well as the

dropouts which house the 142x12mm rear axle and

replaceable mech bolt. This is to keep the weight down

due the amount of material needed for forming the

dropouts and bearing housings. The steel 34.9mm seat

tube massively increases stiffness and houses a RockShox 

Reverb Stealth dropper post.

A slack 66 degree head angle and 3mm bottom

bracket drop make for a stable but aggressive feeling

riding position with good ground clearance. There is a

choice of cockpit options when purchasing from Cotic. Our 

test bike was fitted with a Race Face 60mm stem and

785mm set of bars. This pairing complemented the

geometry nicely to keep the feel nimble and responsive.

Cotic have slightly revised the 150mm travel Droplink

system from the 26in wheel Rocket. Visually the setup is

tidy with the link hidden when viewed side on, creating

superbly clean lines. The ride is excellent with minimal

pedal bob on the climbs and plenty of progressive travel

on tough terrain. Cane Creek’s Double Barrel Inline shock 

has a great feel to it but will require some time and

fettling to get dialled in, as out of the box our bike felt

more like a pogo stick than a rocket. There’s masses of tyre 

Cotic Rocket 275
£3549  Can’t do it on the Rocket? Forget it

clearance at the back, largely due to the fact there’s no

need for a seatstay brace with the Droplink. This is great

news for those who like to make the most of the British

winter weather. The Rocket has tidy cable routing, with

the rear gear cable running the length of the seatstay,

keeping lines smooth and the cable away from trouble.

The Shimano XT 11-speed groupset is welcome for its

reliability and slick shifting. Cotic have specced a 30t ring

up front, which works well with the 11-42t cassette and

takes the edge off the extra weight of the bike on the

climbs, without sacrificing anything on the downs.

Out on the trail the Rocket is always gagging to be

pushed harder. With a feel so stable and suspension

setup so balanced, it’s hard not to go with it and ride flat

out everywhere. The bike feels ‘poppy’ over rollers and 

natural trail obstacles, creating opportunities for

extended air time and heroic manuals. A 66 degree head

angle has the 160mm X-Fusion Sweep fork taking care of 

bigger hits with precision and control.

We were pleased to see the Rocket has bottle mounts

which is increasingly unusual on enduro bikes. However,

mounted on the underside of the down tube, when riding 

hard our bottles seemed to vanish within minutes.

A hucker’s delight
There is no doubting that this bike rips and it will keep

you smiling all trail long, but what kind of rider is it best 

suited to? Steel hardtail frames are particularly

comfortable to ride as steel is a low resonance material,

meaning the vibrations created by trail obstacles are

dispersed faster than in aluminium. In a full suspension

bike some of this benefit is lost and there’s an obvious 

weight penalty that steel brings too. Our test bike

weighed in at 13.2kg (without pedals). That said, the 853

steel is much stronger and stiffer than aluminium and

the Rocket is built to take a pasting. If you ride hard, fast

and you’ve broken a few frames in your time, the Rocket 

is a likely answer to your problems.

BUYER’S GUIDE     For more mid-range trail bikes see p109

A bombproof trail slayer that oozes  

fun and will push your limits
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T
he name Superavi has an Italian origin,

meaning to surpass or exceed, and Celer is 

Latin for speed, clearly indicating the

company’s motive. Designed in the UK at

their head office near Bath and constructed

in the Far East, Superavi aim to produce

custom titanium frames that are both super

fast but equally comfortable. They’ve previously had a

large amount of experience in making titanium road

frames and the Celer is Superavi’s first foray over the grass 

verge and into the off-road scene.

As with all of their bikes, geometry is almost entirely

customisable using anthropometric measurements taken

by the customer with the guidance of Superavi engineers.

Your measurements are then recorded using a proprietary

FFIT (Frame Fit and Integration Template) system and,

finally, your bespoke frame is born. It’s a pretty neat little

process if you’re after something truly individual. Our test 

frame was a standard medium build for riders not 

vertically gifted, such as our tester.

Upon first inspection, the attention to detail is

immediately apparent with neat welds, a beautifully 

hand-cast aluminium head badge and the elegantly

formed round tubes of the mainframe. The brushed finish

on our test bike sets the Ti off wonderfully, giving it an

almost mirror-like effect right from the stout tapered head

tube, down the slightly kinked down tube, past the neatly 

braced seat and chainstays, and finishing at the 

handsomely machined dropouts.

To keep things simple and reliable, the bottom bracket

is of the 68mm variety, threaded for extra pleasure. The

Celer is quite a stunner, apart from the oddly placed

triangular gusset welded between the top tube and seat 

tube junction. According to Superavi, this increases

strength at the juncture as well as providing a convenient

and neat area to place the bike’s name, but in our opinion 

it spoils its otherwise clean lines. 

Clear intentions
With our test frame’s relatively steep 70-degree head

angle (with 100mm fork) and 73.5-degree seat angle,

joined to rather long 450mm chainstays, the Celer’s

purpose was clear from the off – speed! This intention is 

further compounded by the RockShox SID carbon 

Superavi Celer
£1725* Super fast titanium 29in ripper with customisable geometry.

*f
ra

m
e 

o
n

ly



Distributed in the UK by

www.hotlines-uk.com    I    Email: sales@hotlines-uk.com    I    Tel: 0131 319 1444
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1 We’re not sure how much
use this brace really has

2 Light and controlled, if not
stiff, the SID is rarely seen

3 QR back-end isn’t such a
common sight but newer

models wil be bolted

4 Skinny rubber rolls fast

5 Shimano’s XT group is
regaining traction after

loosing out to SRAM 11 speed

crowned fork and very narrow 19mm internal width XT

wheelset on our test rig. Fortuitous really, as tyre clearance

with a wider rim and slightly more aggressive tyres could 

become an issue.

On our all-day mission riding the Celer on some of

Wales’ finest bridleways and singletrack we found there 

was some inherent tyre buzz from wheel flex when

cornering hard, which is likely exacerbated by the standard 

9mm QR axle. Superavi have however confirmed that

2016 models will come with a 142mm bolt-through 

option which should help reduce this. 

A proper hooner
Turn the cranks hard and the Celer takes off, add in the

very reasonable but could-be-built-lighter full bike weight

of 11.5 kg (25.35lb) and you have the recipe for an XC

hooner. Something that was very clear was how little trail

buzz we felt through the Celer, even taking the sting out of

the odd unavoidable square-edge slap, a trait often found 

when using titanium. It still felt taut through the

mainframe when forcing hard into corners and there was

no sign of torsional twisting when pushing a big gear out

of the saddle, while remaining compliant enough for us to

sit there most of the day with relative ease. Tight, more

technical cornering was slightly tougher than we’d have 

liked, probably in part due to the narrow bars and 

relatively long back end.

The SID World Cup forks with their hydraulic bar-

mounted lock-out soaked up all but the biggest hits, and

could then be locked with ergonomic ease for powering

out of corners and up any out-the-saddle power pinches 

with barely any loss in momentum. The 1x11 Shimano XT

setup on our Celer is our preferred setup these days for

even the longest XC missions, however a band-type front

mech can be fitted to the seat tube should you require

more winching ease or want to conserve more energy on 

the flat for marathon expeditions.

Jekyll and Hyde
Despite doing what this particular Celer was built for with

absolute prowess, we couldn’t help feeling that its build

of skinny wheels, super narrow 680mm bars and race

spec forks were caging the frame’s real potential to be a

more versatile trail bike. With a reasonably low bottom

bracket at 310mm and steep 70 degree head angle,

there’s plenty of room for a portlier fork giving a slightly 

slacker head angle, increasing its ability to descend

confidently without reducing the Celer’s need for speed 

and comfort for all-day cranking.

If a niche cross country race bike is what you’re after,

it’ll do that convincingly, but given the opportunity we’d

like to make some adjustments and unleash its inner  

Mr Hyde!     

BUYER’S GUIDE      See more high end cross country bikes on p107

Chomped miles with vigour and has huge trail 

potential, for a steep price

1

2 3 4 5
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EXCEED
BEYOND LIMITS

REDEFINE WHAT IS POSSIBLE. THE ALL-NEW EXCEED HAS BEEN

DEVELOPED TO PROVIDE RACERS WITH THE FOUNDATION THEY

NEED TO PUSH HARDER AND DIG DEEPER IN PURSUIT OF GREATNESS.

BEYOND LIMITS. CANYON.COM/EXCEED
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B
ecause most global brands create relatively

bland bikes that’ll sell well all over the world,

finding affordable bikes that really excel at

the fun bits of riding has always been a hard 

job. Diamondback’s new 650b Heist is a

proper smash and grab hooligan on the trail.

The 740mm Race Face bar gives way more

leverage than the skinny pipes common at this price and a

long-ish 80mm stem syncs well with the 69-degree head

angle. Rather than the basic RockShox TK or adequate

Suntour fork of most cost competitors, it has a pukka

RockShox Recon fork to enhance control of the reasonably

grippy Schwalbe Nobby Nic tyres. 120mm of air sprung

travel lets them take a fair wallop or stutter down steps 

Diamondback Heist 2.0
£650 Properly rowdy trail performance at a great price

without complaining too. That means you can load up the

front end in steering or impact terms rather than worrying

about random fork ricochet or steering/braking related

choke, which is still a regular problem on bikes in this

price bracket. Shimano’s basic M396 brakes give slightly

more subtle control than the commonly fitted Tektro discs,

and stopping power is boosted with a 180mm front rotor. 

Don’t back down
While the Heist stands out in the way it encourages you to

really attack the trail with the front end of the bike, the

back end and its parts are well equipped to finish any

fights you start. The DBR branded double chainset gets a

through-axle and external bearings for a stiff drive footing

and plenty of rear wheel feedback. Even without a chain-

taming clutch, the previous generation Shimano XT rear

mech is a durability highlight. While the 2.25in Nobby

Nics and manipulated frame tubes help reduce saddle

rattle, there’s plenty of space for bigger rubber and the

31.6mm seat tube is dropper post compatible. The fact

that is the only item obviously missing from its hardcore

ride-ready spec is amazing for the price – the Heist is a

superb buy, as long as one of the three frame sizes fits.

BUYER’S GUIDE     For more entry-level trail bikes see p108

A proper trail raging, upgrade-worthy  

fun bike at a bargain price
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Light, strong, cheap – pick two. Miche didn’t play ball.

But that’s not a bad thing, as at 615g (f ) and 740g (r),

with tape and valves, these 29in carbon wheels come in

very light and, we suspect, plenty strong enough too for

their intended XC racing. Carbon rims are nothing new,

but in an XC context they allow a wheel that should be

stronger and stiffer for a given weight when compared to 

alloy rims – or, on the flip side, lighter for the same

strength and stiffness. Miche has combined carbon rims

with alloy, titanium and carbon hubs, continuing the

theme of light, strong and not cheap. Unlike many fancy

wheelsets, the standard J-bend double butted spokes 

should be easy to repair should you snap one.

www.chickencycles.co.uk

£1625 Carbon XC racing hoops

FIRST
LOOK
BRAND NEW GEAR
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Miche 999 wheels



F RST
LOOK

Roadies might know the Vittoria brand, but it’s much

less known in MTB. It’s jumped straight in though, with

another unknown – a graphene-infused compound. Said

to reduce wear, improve rolling speed and increase

stability of side knobs, it sounds like a wonder material.

On the face of it, the near continual central tread

should roll quickly and 711g (weighed) for the 29x2.25in

version is far from heavyweight. Sidewall protection

should stop us hobbling back to the pits in our carbon

soled race shoes, all being well, while it’s the first brand to

offer a quadruple compound MTB tyre.

The proof is in the pudding though, so our XC whippet

Joe is going to be putting these through national level XC

races to see just how good they really are.

www.chickencycles.co.uk

Vittoria Mezcal

£TBC A leap into the unknown
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They might not be as disco-slipper-like as the electric

blue Shimano XC90 shoes, but the Big S is hardly shying

away aesthetically with its top-of-the-line XC race shoe.

With a scale-blowing 13 on the stiffness index (which

clearly isn’t out of 10), the FACT Powerline carbon soles

are designed to transmit every last watt from foot to

pedal. Add in weight-saving and adjustable Boa S2-Snap 

closures with the nicely supple Adaptive Fit upper, and 

you should have a snugly fitting pair of shoes.

Specialized’s Body Geometry wizardry can be found 

across its range, and these shoes come with their

knee-alignment wedge in the sole for power, efficiency 

and injury prevention, apparently.

www.specialized.com

£250 Light and totally off the stiffness scale

Specialized S-Works XC shoes
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Wemight not be ‘top Rampage stuntmen, World Cup

downhill pilots’ nor, you might be surprised, are we

‘super-human enduro tacticians’ (well, Seb might be),

but we’ve still lost chains from 1x drivetrains, especially

when narrow/wide rings get worn. As such, the venerable

upper and lower guided chainguides still have a place on

modern bikes, especially when the going gets rough.

The latest guide from MRP has no moving parts and,

we’re assured, has no impact on efficiency. The carbon

backplate (alloy is available) means it’s not cheap, but 

the guides should be replaceable, and their nylon

‘Whippersnapper’ material should slip over rocks and 

roots easily, protecting your ring as you go.

www.ison-distribution.com

MRP SXG

£190 Ring protection at a price
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Making some of the coolest saddles around comes

naturally to Fabric – it always seems to knock out

winners. The Scoop Ultimate looks like another top perch

for your bum, with carbon rails, a carbon base and a

waterproof microfibre cover over the PU foam padding.

Three shapes are available depending on how you ride

but, beware, those over 100kg will have to choose the

slightly less spendy (£110) Pro version. Boo.

www.fabric.cc

£170 Another day, another
effortlessly cool Fabric perch

Fabric Scoop  
Ultimate
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We weren’t sure what Jonny the workshop manager

had got his hands on when this first turned up, but a

quick demo in a workstand revealed all. A bit of water,

a small amount of detergent, and a fair bit of noise

blasts muck and grime from a bike with surprising

efficiency. It is, however, a fair chunk of cash to

drop on something to do a job that a bucket and 

sponge does almost as well.

www.cleanbyair.co.uk

Clean By Air

£299 Grime-busting machine

FIRST
LOOK



AHEAD

AHEAD

• 27,5’’ FS geometry 130mm travel

• 4-bar Horst link suspension design with progressive rate

• Carbon front triangle, rear alloy stays

• PF30 73mm bottom bracket w/ISCG05

• Tapered HT 1.1/8>1.5, 142 Shimano E-Thru QR, PM 160mm
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Look into the future
THEY SAY The first in-sight cycling display

from Garmin, Varia Vision, enhances your

road awareness by putting your cycling

information you want right where you want

it – in your line of sight. The lightweight

display attaches to either side of your

glasses and relays information directly from 

your compatible device. 

WE SAY Can Garmin take off where the

Recon Jet hasn’t, yet? It might be more

roadie focused at present, but that’s not to

say heads-up displays don’t have a place in,

perhaps, the more XC side of things. Ride

data, directions and Strava segments can all

be displayed without having to glance down.

Carbon patrol
THEY SAY The Patrol Carbon is the

highly anticipated premium option to

our well regarded aluminium Patrol. All

the great features of the aluminium

Patrol with a large reduction in weight

and no compromise in strength. The

carbon front triangle, seatstays and 

chainstays provide a crisp and

responsive ride with excellent trail feel.

With around a 600g weight saving over 

the aluminium Patrol, the Patrol

Carbon climbs like an e-bike and

descends like a downhill bike.

WE SAY Transition don’t toe the party 

line when it comes to the bike

industry and the plethora of

marketing mumbo jumbo that

goes on. Take a look at their site

to work out what the T.I.T.S, W.T.F

and P.A.B.S.T systems are… We

can’t confirm whether a 600g

saving really will make the new

carbon Patrol climb like an e-bike, 

but it’s a fair saving on what 

should be an ace bike.

WMB

Our take on this month’s top stories

Transferable skills?
THEY SAY The POC Sports airbag

system consists of integrated

sensors and uses a precise

algorithm to distinguish between a

crash or fall from the normal

forces associated with Alpine

racing. In order to detect a loss of

balance the system keeps track of

a rider’s movement by performing

1000 analysis per second. When a 

fall is detected, the airbag is

inflated in less than 100 

milliseconds to provide protection

for the neck, chest, spine, abdomen 

and hips.

WE SAY It’s not a bike product yet,

but this could see its way into the

MTB world. Questions over fit and

ventilation will no doubt surface,

but if they can be worked around

for a more MTB specific product,

this could have an impact on the

more extreme end of our sport.



THEY SAY Action sports helmet-industry

leaders, BRG (Bell, Ridell, Giro) Sports, and

360-degree camera innovators, 360fly,

announced a full line of ‘smart’ helmets, 

integrated with 360fly’s proprietary

360-degree 4K video, at the 2016

Consumer Electronics Show (CES).

WE SAY If you’ve not seen those funky

videos on social media yet, where you can 

control what aspect of the video you’re

seeing by the orientation of your phone,

welcome to 2016. They’re gonna be big.

And now, if our understanding is correct,

you’ll be able to make your own thanks to

360Fly’s integration with the Bell Super lid.

The camera looks smart, but we’re also

intrigued by the Collision Avoidance Alert

– could be useful if Tom’s riding is anything 

to go by at the mo!

360-de ree vision

Bye bye Boost
THEY SAY These spacers are for

un-Boosting your Boost frame. As with

all parts these are made in the USA.

The set of two will add width to your

12x142 hub. You will need to either

space out your brake calliper or space 

out your disc rotor.

WE SAY So you’ve bought your new

Boost 148 frame, but six months ago 

dropped a load of cash on some

spendy 142mm wheels – at least

there’s a solution now (although UK

distribution is yet to be confirmed).

Not sure we’d want to space our

rotors out though, with there then

being less thread holding your brakes 

together – calliper it is then!

Plastic fantastic
If Bikerumour.com’s rumour is true,

“they’re using the mega-event [the

Leadville 100] in August to launch

all-new Crossmax Carbon SL/XL wheel

tire systems” then we expect to see

the new carbon wheels landing in the 

UK in late summer/early autumn.

Mavic have stuck with a narrower

profile for their rims, eschewing the

fashion for wider models, but if their 

weight and stiffness can be

maintained, these should be top

performers. With both SL (currently

19mm internal) and XL (23mm

internal) coming, maybe we’ll see

Mavic move to a wider standard,

similar to what Enve have done with 

the ‘M HV’ range.
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Slip sliding
I know we’re getting through to the end

of this soggy winter, but I’ve a winter 

tyre question...

I’ve struggled so far with my Nobby

Nic/Racing Ralph tyre combo. I’ve got

through to the new year but after a few 

offs, and too many near misses I’m

wondering whether it really is worth

spending what feels like quite a bit of

money on a proper set of winter tyres?

How much difference will I feel? Which 

would you recommend?

 John Brock, by Facebook

WMB says: Well, you’ve got this far

- well done! The NN/RR combo is a

classic, but definitely not suited to this

time of year - especially if they’re not 

the latest Nobby Nics.

Tyres are pretty expensive,

especially if you’re looking at the

higher end, multi-compound, tubeless-

ready, puncture protected versions, but

they can be a really good investment. 

A good tyre, regardless of tread will

help you get the most out of your bike 

and should last a while too.

While a full-on mud-spike might be

overkill now, especially on man-made

trails, I’d definitely recommend looking

at an all round tyre. While we do get

some cracking days in the summer, in

truth, a lot of our rides in the UK do 

feature mud and slop.

An intermediate tyre, such as a

Maxxis Shorty or Schwalbe Magic Mary

are handy to have on the bike for much

of the year we reckon. They offer plenty

of grip in poor conditions, and clear

mud quickly. They might not roll super

fast, but if you’re looking for smiles,

rather than race results, we think this 

is a price worth paying.

Tom

Sizing up
I bought a second-hand bike from ebay,

but I think I’ve bought one which is too 

small for me - just a touch! Would

fitting a longer stem and lay-back post 

help me out?

Cheers guys/girls!

Steven Price, via Facebook

WMB says: Uh-oh Steven! It depends

how small it is really - it could be past

the point of no return, in which case

you’ll just be on a bike which just

doesn’t fit – from there you can think

of selling it on and finding something

else, or putting up with it (which may

impact on your enjoyment/comfort).

We’d not recommend sticking a longer

stem and layback post though – both

can have negative impacts on how a 

modern trail bike rides.

The longer stem will slow steering 

down, making the front end feel

ponderous and unresponsive. You’re

better off trying to drop the height of

the handlebars, which will effectively

lengthen the reach – this could be

done by losing spacers, flipping your

stem or purchasing lower, and perhaps, 

wider bars.

The layback post will also

effectively slacken the seat angle,

which puts your hips further behind the 

BB when pedalling. This makes it

tougher to put the power down when

climbing, and means your weight is

further back when climbing - neither 

ideal in our books!

Tom

Too long!
I’ve got myself a Mondraker Dune,

largely because you guys (amongst 

others) seem to love it...

I’ve noticed though that it’s too long

for my Thule roof rack! What can I do?

You guys gave the 591 a top review a

few issues ago, but this seems to be at 

odds with that!

Tim,  by email

WMB

Tech problem? Email wmb@immediate.co.uk



WMB says: Hey Tim, fear not! We

tested the Dune on a 591, and found 

that the rack is extendable. Look

underneath it, you’ll see two bolts.

Undo these, give it a tug, and the rack

gets longer - long enough for your 

Dune and other lengthy bikes!

Seb 

Stuttering SR  
Suntour
I’ve got a pair of SR Suntour Epixon fork 

on my Voodoo MTB. I’ve ridden a

friend’s bike, which admittedly is a more 

expensive one with Rock Shox

suspension, but in comparison my

Epixon’s feel really horrible - I can’t

reach full travel and the fork feels harsh

when I go off drops. Is there anything I 

can do?

James Nielson, by email 

WMB says: Hey James,

We’ve spoken to SR Suntour about this

problem, as we experienced the same

when testing a Voodoo earlier this year.

It seems the issue is that the volume

reducing elastomer inside the fork is 

too long.

There’s an easy fix though - release 

the air from the valve, remove the

valve head with a spanner to get into

the internals of the fork. Remove the

big yellow elastomer (35mm) and cut

it down to between 10-15mm. The

shorter you cut it, the more linear the

fork’s compression rate will be. At

15mm it feels like a nicely progressive

trail fork to us, but if you’re not sure,

you could leave it slightly longer and 

see how it feels.

Guy

Keep it clean
The worst of winter might be over, but that

doesn’t mean the trails will necessarily dry out

soon – spring is a time for showers, after all.

Cleaning bikes can be a real chore, so

make it easier by making your bike more mud

resistant. Mudguards are cheap and easy to fit,

and keep crap from your eyes too, while silicon

spray (used carefully to avoid your rotors)

reduces the amount of mud sticking to your

frame. Washing bike and kit as soon as you

finish with a mobile pressure washer makes the

post ride clean-up operation much quicker too.

QUICK FIX
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F
or years, choosing anything 

less than 140mm meant a 

short, tall and steep frame 

aimed firmly at cross-

country, with a light and 

potentially fragile build to 

match. If you wanted 

something (relatively) long and slack for 

enjoying the descents, 140mm bikes – 

or better still 160mm – had the features 

you needed. These, though, were rarely 

great at pedalling and built way tougher 

than the average trail rider needed. 

Consequently they were heavy. 

There was little or nothing in 

between. And as so many riders spend 

so much time in between (on rides that 

are neither 100-mile epics nor a series 

of 30ft hucks), that was a shame.

That situation is changing, fast. 

Geometries are at last breaking away 

from road bike thinking to embrace the 

unique challenges of dirt, mud and rock. 

The rise of enduro – a category where 

ex-downhillers such Tracy Moseley and 

Fabian Barel are wildly competitive – 

has only helped push trail bikes forward.

But are we still stuck at 150-160mm 

out of habit? If 150mm is enough for 

full-on enduro racing, surely the average 

trail rider (riding hills rather than Alps) 

could do well with less?

“Yes, there are certainly benefits,” 

says Frank Ripper of SRAM, the company 

behind suspension giant RockShox. “But, 

in the same way we’ve seen short-travel 

bikes become more and more capable, 

longer travel bikes have come a long 

way too. Frames and components have 

got lighter, and thanks to adjustable 

suspension even some 160mm bikes 

climb as well as much shorter bikes. So 

it all comes down to terrain and rider 

preference. Some prefer the added 

challenge, while others prefer to rely 

more on travel and less on their skills.”

It’s not like shorter forks aren’t 

available in capable chassis anymore, 

With wheels getting larger, forks getting tougher and geometry  

progressing fast, is there still the same need for long-travel trail bikes? 

WMB
The issues you need to know about

Is short travel  

the way forward?
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either. RockShox is finding 120mm trail 

forks extremely popular. “The Pike and 

Yari are in extremely high demand from 

120mm onwards,” says Ripper. “Many 

brands are either entirely moving this 

category to forks with a burlier chassis, 

such as Pike, Yari, Revelation and Sektor, 

or making sure they have a more 

aggressive version with a stiffer, longer 

fork and dropper post.”

Ben Pinnick, of UK manufacturer Bird, 

thinks about this issue a lot. “I don’t 

think there’s a specific optimum,” he 

says of travel numbers. “We’re building 

travel around forks primarily – balance 

between the frame and fork is 

paramount. You can’t build a frame of 

travel X, then put a fork on it that won’t 

suit the customers’ expectations – 

though many manufacturers do. You 

need to build a balanced layout. 

“At 120mm we feel you can ride 

every trail centre in the UK without 

comprising on suspension performance. 

More than this and you’re looking at 

rougher tracks and drops and jumps; 

less than 120mm and you begin to find 

Short Travel
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the suspension is being out-done, even 

if it’s still a good ride overall.”

Bird doesn’t offer a 120mm bike, so

it’s interesting Pinnick should mention

it. Are there really benefits to having less 

travel? “Less travel means less

compromise. When you narrow down

the range of conditions the customer

reasonably wants to ride the bike in, you

give yourself the opportunity to be more

specific. For example, a 120mm will be

lighter than a 150mm. This will mean

it’s not as strong. That’s not an issue

though, as the customer expects it.

“Some of the biggest considerations

are in geometry. The geo on a 120mm

bike will be less compromised all of the 

time than a 150mm; the wider the

range of geometry a bike can have as it

goes through its travel, the more it’s 

compromised at the extremes.”

In addition, many feel 27.5in and

29in wheels simply require less travel.

Ripper acknowledges that effect – to a

degree. “There’s been talk of 29ers

adding the feel of one or two inches of 

extra travel. While it’s not always the 

case, bigger wheels, with their

behaviour over bumps, holes and roots,

definitely help bikes to roll faster, with

added benefits in traction. But this isn’t 

an instant guarantee of superior

performance – it all depends on factors

such as geometry, components and sus 

setup, and how all these interact.”

So given the advances in bike design,

does the average trail rider still need

150mm? “There are many fun and

extremely capable 120mm travel bikes,

which are perfect for probably 60 to

70% of the riding population,” says

Ripper. “There’s no fixed rule equating a

bike’s travel to its capabilities but, again,

it all boils down to where you ride and

your skills. I’ve seen an XC pro surviving

the Val di Sole World Cup DH course on

a titanium hardtail with a 100mm fork 

and the seat way up high!”

Pinnick has a bone to pick about the 

way geo is categorised. “Is the new

generation ‘aggressive’? Not really, or at

least not in the literal sense. For us a

120mm can be XC weight but run a geo 

that’s thought of as aggressive. I prefer,

however, to think of it as ‘good’.

“Our TR hardtail is an example: long,

low and slack geo makes you think it’s

aggro. It’s not, it’s a trail hardtail. It’s

sub-22lb, which (in aluminium terms) is 

deep into XC race territory, but with

130mm forks and a long wheelbase.”

So while you can still go the 150mm

trail bike route, are the old travel versus

geometry ‘rules’ coming unstuck? “You

don’t have to give up one thing to get

another,” says Pinnick. “You just have to

accept they’re not mutually exclusive!”

Short travel is no longer purely the

domain of XC bikes, thanks both to

improvements in forks and bike

design. The benefits for ‘regular’ fast

trail riders – light, snappy bikes that

can still take a pounding – are clear.

But bigger bikes are far from dead.

We’ve just got a bigger, better choice 

than ever. 

WMB says:

WMB
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T
here’s good reason why Camelbak has become 

synonymous with hydration packs – it combines 

well-thought-out backpacks with its market-

leading Antidote reservoir to create benchmark 

hydration systems. It seems a bit of a let-down, 

then, to learn the £140 Kudu doesn’t include a reservoir, 

but that price puts it right in among its competitors, where 

bladders are often omitted. £35 will buy you a 3l Antidote 

reservoir, which slips into the Kudu like a glove thanks to 

the internal strap that holds it in place. 

Like the Scott, the Kudu’s back protector exceeds level 

2 of the European motorcycle armour certification and is 

claimed to absorb 94% of the energy in an impact, while 

being able to deal with multiple blows. Spine protection 

comes in the form of three layers of vulcanised tempered 

foam, which are bound down the middle with glue. This 

laminated construction is designed to allow some 

flexibility in use. It does allow some flex horizontally, but 

it’s noticeably stiffer vertically than some other level 2- 

certified protectors, such as EVOC’s Liteshield. This makes 

it a little uncomfortable when riding, especially when 

moving around a lot on awkward terrain. Despite the 

relative stiffness, it won’t prevent spinal over-extension, 

like some hardshell armour claims to. The protector is 

removable, though, which is great for less wild riding, as it 

makes the pack a whole lot nicer to wear. At 1237g on our 

scales (which don’t lie), the Kudu isn’t a lightweight, 

although removing the back protector saves around 300g. 

On the subject of comfort, the harness is ergonomically 

superb. Contoured shoulder straps are joined by a pair of 

easily adjustable sternum straps, which help hold the pack 

in place without being uncomfortable or restrictive. The 

waist strap features broad hip pockets and a simple buckle 

to keep the Kudu from bouncing around on your back.

Camelbak Kudu 12

£140

We’ve pitted two spine-protecting 
packs against one another, but 
which really has your back?  

�'$"#/'4�./$!!�2$/#�/#X�+-*/X�/*-�$)./�''X I��0/�

*/#X-2$.X��*(!4I�2$/#�*-"�)$.X �./*-�"X

WINNER
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Scott Trail Protect 

FR’ 12 £115

Storage is a fairly uncomplicated affair, with a couple of 

small mesh pockets inside the main chamber, a 

removable tool roll for those who like to keep everything 

really organised, and a small, fleece-lined media pocket 

that is accessed from the top. The waist pockets are most 

useful: one is elasticated, offering easy access to small 

snacks and gels, while the other is more securely zipped 

– ideal for car keys and a multitool. Externally, there’s a 

bright yellow rain cover to keep your stuff dry, while 

making you that bit more visible at night.

The seemingly obligatory helmet holder is present and 

correct, and (unlike the Scott) it can hold full-face lids 

securely enough for riding. This allows you to swap 

between lids at the top of the climb, if you so desire. The 

bottom straps do a good job of carrying kneepads too. 

www.zyro.co.uk

�X�0-X�|//$)"�+��&�2$/#��)�$))*1�/$1X����&�

+-*/X�/*-I��0/�$/£.�)*/�/#X��X./�/#*0"#/�*0/

P
acked full of ‘enduro specific’ features (Scott’s 

words, not ours), Scott has gone all-out when it 

comes to tech. The back protector is made of 

D30 foam, which is fairly compliant in use, 

moving with your spine, yet it hardens on impact. 

This technology sees it pass the same level 2 protection 

certification the Camelbak boasts, without feeling like 

having a tea-tray strapped to your back.

The broad shoulder/chest straps are pretty good at 

spreading out heavy loads, but they feel a bit restrictive 

when breathing hard. The waist belt can be moved up and 

down to fit your back length, but our 6ft 3in tester found 

the longest setting was still too short, leaving the belt too 

high around the waist. The belt itself is a bit of a faff to set 

up – the main Velcro section needs to be fastened slightly 

loose, before the buckle strap is tightened over the top. 

Between the broad Velcro waist belt and wide chest 

straps, the harness keeps a lot of material close against 

the body, so it can get quite sweaty. Done up tight, though, 

it does a great job of keeping the pack in place.

Although there’s a handy pocket on the chest strap for 

keys or a small multitool, we missed the Camelbak’s 

copious hip pockets, which kept more essentials near at 

hand. The main compartment has one small mesh pocket, 

and there’s a handy external pocket up top as well. Hidden 

under the helmet holder is a tool storage pouch, but it’s 

tedious to access, as the kneepad-securing straps have to 

be detached before it can be opened. Scott claims the 

helmet carrier system can secure full-face lids, but we 

found they wobbled around too much when riding, so it’s 

only really useful for carrying the open-faced variety, and 

we prefer to store those on our heads.  

At 1110g, it’s slightly lighter than Camelbak’s offering, 

but our tester still found the Kudu more comfortable.  

www.scott-sports.com
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I
n anyone’s books 2.85kg is good for an 85-litre hold-all

with plenty of expedition-biased features. The tough 

PD620 outer material is reasonably flexible, meaning 

the bag doesn’t hold its shape well, but it’s tough and 

should shrug off a lot of bad weather. Likewise, the 

zippered opening is long, with a sturdy, lockable, 

weatherproof zip. However, this easily catches on fabrics 

packed inside the bag, as there’s no zip guard.

There’s not much in the way of organisation with this 

bag – just a small pouch inside and a sleeve on the 

outside. There are daisychain loops on the outside though, 

which are handy if you need to strap more items to it.

A
t 6.35kg the Rig 9800 is far from svelte, but the

123 litres of storage, plus the sturdy construction

based around the plastic ‘SLED’ backplate,

means that it’s well placed to withstand

boisterous baggage handlers.

The SLED system means the bag holds its form well,

handy when packing, and also allows it to slip up steps

and curbs relatively easily. The wide spaced wheels give

ample stability and ground clearance is good too. This

bulk does mean it takes up a fair bit of space when not in

use, however.

Numerous internal pockets and a divider mean well

organised packing is easy, with the top section able to be

partitioned off for a helmet. Exterior compression straps

help when it’s not fully packed, but the stiff material

means there’s a lot of space left inside when only partially

full, as you can’t fully cinch it in.

The extendable handle has reasonable, if not brilliant,

ergonomics. However, we’d like it to extend a touch further

to prevent it catching your heels when pulling. Three grab

handles make lugging the bag off baggage carousels

straightforward enough.

www.madison.co.uk

Ogio Rig 9800
£180

Expedition-ready, lightweight and weather-

proof luggage lugger, though it’ll cost you

Sturdy, well organised, high volume bag for 

carrying lots of kit around the globe

The Duffle is shorter but wider than the Rig 9800, with 

a correspondingly slightly wider wheelbase. There’s lots of 

ground clearance and the space between the wheels has 

an aluminium plate for durability. The lack of much 

structure means a lightly packed bag will sag a bit when 

pulling on the lightweight and comfortable strap-

adjustable handle, even with the internal compression 

straps used. There are a couple of grab handles and the 

Duffle benefits from also having padded and adjustable 

shoulder straps.

www.ortlieb.com

WINNER

For globe-trotting MTBers we 
compare two bags that mean 
you don’t have to pack light

(�����Ý����¾�� 
RS 85 £215
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T
ruflo’s Minitrack Pump gives plenty of blow, 

despite its relatively svelte size. On our test 

27.5x2.3in tyre, the Minitrack took 130 pumps  

to get it up to two bar (28psi). The pump benefits 

from a two-stage barrel that extends 35cm  

from the top of the pump at full extension, giving plenty 

of air volume.

At the top, there’s a fold-out plastic handle that snaps 

easily into position, providing a solid platform to push 

against. Lowering the footplate at the base allows the 

pressure gauge to pop out, from where the 25cm 

non-articulated hose exits. The footplate is short yet wide, 

W
ith its articulated hose wrapping up and

over the length of the pump, the Mini

Charger might not look as refined as the

Minitrack, but the long 48cm hose means

that the Mini Charger is a little more

user-friendly. It also benefits from a traditional flip-lock

head, which makes attaching to tube valves easier than

the Truflo. Changing between valve types does require

moving the head’s internals around, but once set up this

isn’t an issue.

The pump’s linear pressure gauge is built into the head

and is a bit easier to read than the Truflo’s. That said, our

test sample’s gauge was a bit sticky, showing no pressure,

before jumping up to showing a pressure at around three

bar. Once it had moved though, we deflated and started

again, with a freely-moving gauge.

With only single-barrel actuation there’s less oomph

behind it, needing an extra 29 pumps to get to a marked

two bar and, like the Truflo, we found the gauge over-

estimated pressures. Build quality of both pumps seems

good, but Bontrager has used more metal in its

construction, giving a more solid feel.

www.bontrager.com

Bontrager Mini
Charger £30

Decent volume and ergonomics makes

$)}�/$*) X�.4I �0/ .*(X  X.$") )$""'X.

Good construction and design, but it’s a 

shame it’s not got a touch more volume

giving ample stability. The head is double-sided for each 

valve type and screws securely to the tube’s valve. 

However, the textured grip used to screw it on is flush with 

the rest of the head, which can make it tricky to tighten 

with gloves on.

The gauge is small, so if you’re looking for accurate 

tyre pressures you may benefit from getting a secondary 

pressure gauge. We also found that it tended to over 

estimate the pressure reading, when compared to a proper 

digital gauge.

www.madison.co.uk

WINNER

A mini pump is a ride essential – 
���ß�����������������Ý��O�����
hopes the most?

-��¾��&����ÜÞ
�
Pump £30
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EYE CANDY

GROWING PAINS

Perhaps the cleverest thing about 
the Factor 24 is that the bike can 
grow with the rider. It’s designed 
to incorporate 26in wheels 
seamlessly as soon as its pilot 
has outgrown the stock 24in numbers.

PROPER ANGLES

With a 69.5-degree head angle and 
a 294mm BB height, the dinky 
Factor isn’t just a load of flash
parts stuck on a small frame. 
The geometry is designed around 
smaller bodies to allow them to
properly engage with the bike 
and work on honing their skills. 
Before eventually going a lot faster 
than you and showing us all up.

FULL BOUNCE

At last we’ve reached an age 
where there are better options in 
terms of kids’ bikes than the half 
buckled hand-me-down Raleighs 
we grew up on. The Mondraker 
utilises the much trumpeted 
Zero suspension platform to offer 
90mm (3.5in) of suspension travel
via two air-sprung units to help 
iron out the trail.
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Y
ou know what it’s like – “I want 

a bike like yours!” Well, now 

there’s finally a practical, 

gorgeous-looking, if slightly 

pricey, way to shut them up. 

When it comes to kids’ bikes 

there isn’t much that can top 

Mondraker’s new Factor 24. Its 24in wheels 

are aimed at shorter legs but the genius of it 

is that 26in numbers can be slotted in once 

the legs grow enough (any kids reading this, 

refer to it as an ‘investment’). 

Mondraker’s acclaimed Zero suspension 

platform is on hand to offer a scaled down 

90mm of travel via a RockShox Monarch RT 

rear shock while the front end copes with 

heavy jumping-off-kerbs impacts via a 30 

Gold TK Solo Air fork from the same brand. 

The tiny 11in seat-tubed frame uses an extra 

long post to allow for adjustability while 

Shimano’s foolproof M-506 disc brakes and 

SRAM’s GX 10-speed drivetrain take care of 

stop and go. 

Perhaps most importantly of all, the 

geometry is designed to help kids really 

make the most of the bike and their riding, 

while also preparing them for the bigger 

bikes that will follow. If your child has really 

got the mountain biking bug then this is a 

great all-round, full-suspension package to 

help fan the trail riding flames.

www.silverfish-uk.com

Mondraker
Factor 24

£1899 Spanish company has come 

0+�2$/#��� X|)$/X��*)/X) X-�!*-�/#X�
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HALF 
FAT FUN

Four plus-bikes are put to the test to 
see where their chubby tyres take us
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W
e’ve covered plus-bikes a fair bit

over the past few months in WMB

– they’re new, they’re different and

we reckon they’ve got a place in

the MTB world. While we’re getting

to grips with what tyres are on offer,

and the new raft of standards that

we’re going to see a lot more of over the next year or two,

there’s still some discourse as to what this new breed of

wide-tyred bikes are best suited to. As such, we’ve got four 

bikes covering a range of disciplines and niches to see

whether we can pigeonhole plus-bikes into one ideal bike 

type, or whether they, like their standard tyre-width

bretheren, are just as comfortable with whatever riding 

situation they’re thrown in to.

For those still not au fait with plus-bikes, they’re a new 

variant of MTB based around 2.8-3in tyres, generally

speaking, run on wider rims – often around 40mm wide. 

Run with pressures around 15psi, they offer a larger

footprint than regular tyres, giving plenty of grip up front

and out back. Their larger carcass also offers an extra

element of suspension for the bike, especially beneficial

on hardtails, but remember that unlike conventional 

suspension, it’s undamped.

 Unlike many bike tests, we aren’t testing these bikes 

head-to-head – we’ve an adventure bike, a budget rigid

bike, and more aggressive trail bikes, so each is being

taken on its relative merits. As such, we’ve tailored our test 

rides to give each bike a fair test.

Our Rocky Mountain Sherpa adventure bike has taken

part in Bare Bones’ weekends, as well as long rides in the

hills – laden and unladen. The Marin Pine Mountain has

enjoyed XC miles in the hills, as well as getting ridden on

progressively more and more advanced manmade trails,

while the Mondraker Vantage and Scott Genius LT have

been thrown down some of the steepest hills Wales has to 

offer. We inflated all tyres to 15psi to start, and

experimented from there, moving up or down by 1 to 2psi.

Tyre pressure in these new tyres is super critical, as even

0.5 PSI difference can significantly change the feel of the

bike. Pressures are very much rider and tyre dependant

though, so we spent a lot of time experimenting (and 

consequently fixing punctures!)

Your tester

TomMarvin, Technical Editor

Always keen to investigate new trends, Tom’s spent the

past few months getting his head round tyre pressures,

widths and hub standards to help him get the most out of 

each bike.

TUBELESS READY

Our bikes all come with tubes,
as a cost saving measure, but
tubeless-ready rims are a real
bonus when purchasing a
plus-bike. Shedding weight
from the wheels is never a
bad thing, and with pressures
low, punctures can be a problem.

TYRES

While the tyre models and brands
differ, these all have 2.8 or 3in
tyres – some are upsized versions
of popular trail tyres, others are
brand new models. While volumes
are all similar, tread pattern
differs wildly, from almost
semi-slick to nice and chunky.

DRIVETRAINS

Three of our bikes come with
a single-ring drivetrain. This
gives simplicity and weight
saving, and also makes the
frame’s design easier, as
there’s more tyre clearance
available. The adventurous
nature of the Rocky Mountain 
means a wider spread of
gear ratios is welcome.

key features

RIMS

External widths are often easy
to find, but it’s the inner width
that makes most difference to
the shape, and performance, of
the tyre. We’re looking for rims
that are around 40mm internal,
which gives great tyre profiles
with minimal weight penalty.
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Has the addition of wider tyres reinvigorated this classic 

name with a budget-friendly, fun ride? Are rigid forks yet 

again something we’re happy to consider?

Mondraker’s aggressive Forward Geometry is boosted with

wide Maxxis Chronicle tyres – can they tame the previously

harsh feeling Vantage?

Built for traversing huge distances while still being fun, the 

Sherpa’s suited to long-haul trucking with heavy loads. Do 

the plus-size tyres complement its adventurous streak?

MARIN PINE MOUNTAIN £750

MONDRAKER VANTAGE RR+ £2399

ROCKY MOUNTAIN SHERPA £3000

Take away the plus-size tyres, and this bike wouldn’t look 

out of place in the EWS. Can Schwalbe’s most aggressive 

treads cut the mustard when the trail points down?

SCOTT GENIUS LT 710 PLUS £4099

The jargon explained
Boost Hubs

110mm and 148mm (versus regular 100/135 or 142mm) 

wide hubs designed to add extra stiffness in wheels by 

giving better triangulation of spokes in the wheel build. 

Compatibility between non-Boost frames/forks/wheels is 

pretty limited.

Carcass

The main body of the tyre, onto which the tread is 

attached. Quality of the carcass has a dramatic influence 

on tyre feel, weight and puncture prevention.

Damping

Damping controls the compression and rebound rates of a 

suspension (or tyre) system. Undamped movement is 

uncontrolled and less predictable, potentially leading to 

some loss of bike control for the rider.

Reach

Reach (centre of head tube to a point vertically above the 

BB) is an accurate measure of a bike’s length, as the seat 

angle doesn’t alter it. We usually refer to a bike’s length in 

relation to descending, rather than when you’re sat down.

THE BIKES

our ratings explained

Exceptional: a genuine class leader.

Very Good: one of the best you cam buy.

Good: it’ll do the job and do it well..

Below average:�}�2X �$)�.*(X�2�4H

Poor: Simply put, don’t bother..
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B
ike-packing is a small but expanding niche,

especially with our trans-Atlantic cousins.

While many eschew big travel and less

reliable tech, Rocky Mountain reckon you can

still have fun when full loaded. As such, the 

114.25kg, 95mm travel Sherpa is a

full-suspension bike ready to be loaded up 

and lugged into the backcountry and beyond!

Test Mule
With luggage hauling a priority, and with the bike-packer’s 

mode of choice being frame bags, the short stroke

Manitou McLeod shock sits high into the top/seat tube 

junction. It’s action is stiff off the top, giving good

pedalling characteristics, but wallows into the mid-travel

before ramping up towards the end. This can leave the

bike blowing easily through its travel when pushed into

rougher terrain. There’s decent compression adjustment 

with the shock, which allows easy toggling between

loaded and un-loaded riding, should you wish to explore 

local singletrack with a bit more vigour.

Fortunately for the suspension, some of its less refined 

features, including the rather course adjustment of

rebound, are masked by the large tyres, which ensure a

comfortable ride when suspension is set up stiff for 

efficient load-hauling.

Rocky Mountain Sherpa
£3000 Long haul trucking, bike packing mile eater

When it comes to the shape of the bike, we were left a

little cold by the slack-ish 73 degree seat angle, which

doesn’t put you in an ideal pedalling position – something

this bike should be designed around. Nor are we fans of

the 90mm stem, which makes for sluggish steering. That

said, for plugging away across moorland and deserted

mountains, the upright seating position is comfortable.

Solid spec
Rocky Mountain have done a good job of equiping the

Sherpa with reliable gear. The two-by Shimano Deore/SLX/

XT mix drivetrain gives plenty of range and the Manitou

Magnum fork impressed with it’s ground-tracking action.

The Sherpa definitely looses out on the tyre front

though, as the WTB TrailBlazers are poor performers in all

but the most uniform conditions. In mud they struggle,

and with a sidewall that blows out beyond the tread,

they’re not much use in rocky, technical terrain either. They 

do, however, roll nicely on smooth, hardpacked trails.

Summary
Rocky Mountain have done something brave with the 

Sherpa. This isn’t a trail bike, so if you’re looking for

maximum laughs, look elsewhere. But if you like to

disappear on for days on end, and want a comfortable,

relatively efficient way of doing it, the Sherpa delivers. 



The Sherpa’s on the right track, but just

misses the mark with a few spec choices
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W
hile there’s a range of decent trail

bikes on the market for £750, by

sticking a rigid fork on the front

Marin have been able to build a

nicely specced, beautifully simple

and fun to ride hardtail that won’t 

break the bank.

Roughly does it
Rigid forks may put people off the bike, and the forks

definitely transmit far more feedback to the bars than a

sprung one would, but the deep Schwalbe PaceStar Nobby

Nic tyres do a fair job of muting the worst of the chatter, 

while providing almost as much grip as the softer

compound TrailStar versions on the Scott. That said, it’s

definitely a bike that rewards smart line choice and the 

odd bunnyhop.

Aiding the front end is a 740mm bar/stem combo

that’s not overly stiff, and the QR wheels, which although

adding a bit of twist into the system, mean there’s more 

give than there might have been.

Elsewhere on the bike, it’s good to see dependable but 

basic Shimano M445 brakes and a 10-speed 11-42t

SunRace cassette matched with a 32t single ring, giving

plenty of gear range. SRAM’s X5 shifter drives the X7 mech 

across the cassette.

Marin Pine Mountain 1
£750 Keeping it simple – Marin’s rigid one-by trail bike

Shaping up
With a reach of 441mm (size large) and head angle of 69

degrees, the Pine Mountain is neither super-long nor slack,

but these factors help keep the ride active and lively at

slower speeds. At higher speeds it benefits from the deep

55mm BB drop, which adds stability lost from the steeper 

head angle. Unfortunately the 70 degree seat angle is

pretty slack, which puts your hips back and behind the BB

– less than ideal for climbing and putting the power down.

Summary
To get the Pine Mountain really up to speed takes

commitment and skill – with no suspension back-up,

reactions have to be pin sharp and the fine line between

full-bore speed and crashing is atom-thin. You’ll need to

rely on really fine-tuning the pressures to get the most out 

of your mechanical tyre grip.

While you’ll almost definitely be going slower on this

than most other bikes, and the geometry has its quirks

(seat angle and stem length), it’s not the whole picture.

The involvement required means you’ll still have fun – for

as long as you can hold on. And if you’re not pressing on,

the Pine Mountain is ideal for cross country rides where

the scenery is as much of the enjoyment as the trail. Here,

the easy riding nature of the big tyres means less technical 

trails can be covered in comfort and efficiency.



To get the 14.3 kg Pine Mountain

really up to speed takes commitment 

and no small amount of skill
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W
ith 160mm of travel at either end,

and Schwalbe’s 2.8in Nobby Nic

tyres, the Genius LT Plus is a,

big-hitting aggressive bike – all

that separates it from Scott’s

enduro race bikes are the wider

tyres. The carbon frame helps keep

weight in check to a reasonable 14.3kg and there are two

geometry settings – low and high. The low setting gives a

slack 65.8 degree head angle and a BB height of 345mm,

offering predictable stability at speed, even if the 439mm

reach isn’t super long and the 832mm standover is high.

A quick change to the high setting raises the BB by 10mm

and steepens it by half a degree. This is in addition to the

fork/shock compression damping and rear travel adjust

lever on the bar, which stiffens then limits rear travel to

100mm for climbing via the custom Fox Nude shock.

On the frame there’s a smorgasbord of decent quality,

standard trail bike fare including a SRAM GX drivetrain and 

40mm wide Syncros rims in Boost hubs. The Syncros

finishing kit performs well (although the Torx 25 stem 

bolts are a pain).

Point the Genius down a hill and it picks up and holds

speed doggedly. The TrailStar compound Nobby Nic on the

front has an aggressive shoulder tread, capable of holding

a line through corners. At the back, the PaceStar version 

Scott Genius LT 710 Plus
£4099 Have Scott just made the perfect enduro plus-rig?

rolls a touch faster, with the tread offering vast amounts of

traction on all but smooth, wet surfaces, where it’s prone 

to slipping out.

Hard riding
When things get rough, rocky and rooty, the bike allows

you to get rowdy. It’s not the most naturally agile bike, but

you can plough through obstacles at speed, while its light

weight means you can still pop over bits you really want

to avoid. Wide bars and short stem allow the bike to be

wrestled round corners far more convincingly than you 

might imagine, given the weight of tyre plus tube.

Unfortunately it’s also a bike that shows the Schwalbe

tyres’ weakness all too easily – the sidewalls are too thin,

a product of trying to minimise weight. If there’s ever a

bike to run tubeless straight away, or even invest in

ProCore, it’s the Genius – we punctured its rear tyre more 

than pretty much any other bike in the last year!

Summary
While punctures are a pain, it’s a signal of what this bike

encourages – pure hooliganism. It’s not the fastest bike

ever, although point it in a straight line on rough terrain

and you’ll think otherwise. It is, however, bags of fun on

virtually every downward pointing trail we took it on. Big 

travel and big tyres do work.



The Scott is a traction rich, long travel,  

trail eating monster bike!
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T
he original 650b Vantage’s box section rear

end was pretty harsh, but the extra long front

end of the Forward Geometry was a boon on

steep descents. With the addition of plus-

tyres, the 14.3kg Vantage RR+ has lost some

of the vicious kick from the rear end while

Forward Geometry stretches the bike’s reach

to the extreme. While the reach on many other large sized

bikes is around 460mm, the Vantage comes in at 491mm. 

High speed stability is increased and, if you weight the

front wheel, there’s a lot of grip. If you hang back though,

with the front wheel so far forward of your weight, it can 

feel vague and is prone to understeer.

The 68-degree head angle isn’t super-slack, but with

the large outer diameter from the plus-size wheels, it

doesn’t feel twitchy, even with a 30mm stem, while the

74 degree seat angle is steep enough to give a reasonable 

body position when climbing.

Rubber swap
The Maxxis Chronicle tyres are best suited to dry, rocky

conditions where the low profile tread rolls fast. The

Chronicles are the least puncture prone here, and also

have decent levels of stability. In wintery UK conditions 

though, they’re no better than ice skates, thanks to

minimal tread and no prominent shoulder blocks, so we 

Mondraker Vantage RR+
£2399 Does the stretched top tube complement its stretched tyres?

quickly swapped them for some Nobby Nics, to allow us to 

make the most of the flat out nature of the bike.

Up front there’s a set of 140mm Performance damped

Fox 34 forks. They’re not as stiff as the 36s on the Genius,

but their slight twang gives a bit of front-end compliance

to temper the rear end’s kick. Damping isn’t quite up there

with pricier Fox forks either. Mondraker’s own MDK wheels 

don’t break the scales, but do come with their own

157mm bolt-through rear axle system. This means the

back end is wider than most, so heel clippers beware. 

Summary
Despite big tyres, the Vantage RR+ is still a very stiff bike. It 

pedals and climbs well, but relies on you positioning

yourself forward over the bike to get the most out of it

when the trail points down. Get this right though, and the 

levels of grip available up front mean you can almost 

forget what’s going on behind. As such, we found

ourselves chasing 150mm trail full-sussers down trails,

ignoring the fact that we didn’t have anything more than 

15psi of rubbery suspension behind us.

Like other long bikes, it’s perhaps not quite as suited to

popping and hopping around than a shorter bike will be,

but if you get your kicks from flying flat out down a trail,

and still want that bit of extra feedback from a rigid back 

end, the Vantage RR+ is an absolute ripper.



Insanely fast hardcore hardtail that rewards 

those willing to trust their front wheel
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ride, which requires every node in your brain to be firing on

all cylinders, and your wrists to be up to a pummelling,

but take it on face value, and there’s miles of smiles.

Scott have taken the big tyres and mated it with big 

travel, leading, predictably, to big grins. With their

aggressive tread, the Schwalbe Nobby Nics are the most

impressive treads on test, even if in sloppy mud they tend 

to flounder.

Swap the low-treaded Chronicles for said Nobby Nics

on the Vantage though, and plus-tyres make a load of

sense. Grip is plentiful, especially when mated with

aggressive geometry, and with the back end skipping

around, the woods were filled with whoops and hollers.

W
ith four different machines tested,

it’s clear that we can’t pigeonhole 

plus-bikes into one defined

category – as such, they should be

classed alongside their regular

650b and 29in stablemates –

they’re just mountain bikes. As with 

anything, there’s good, and there’s bad.

Rocky Mountain have clearly stuck to the alternative

vibe. The upright seating position is good for covering big

distances, but we think there are more fun bikes out there 

if you want added versatility from a bike.

Our plucky Marin impressed with a very, very involving 

CONCLUSION 

1
Even at low
pressures, tyre
compound still

hugely affects grip.
Harder compounds
on smooth rocks
and roots will slip,
whether you’re
running 15 or 35psi.

2
Mud plugging
ability is
compromised

with a wider tyre,
which wants to sit
and slip on top –
aggressive treads
help but nothing
beats a mud spike.

3
Plus-tyre
sidewalls tend
to have little

protection, for weight 
reasons. As such,
we’d go tubeless
ASAP to stave off
punctures and lose 
further weight.

4
Undamped
rebound from
bigger tyres

can make these bikes
ping off roots more
than usual, so getting
tyre pressure right is
critical for optimal 
performance.

5
Small tyre
pressure
changes make a

big difference. Invest
in a digital pressure
gauge and adjust
0.5psi at a time to
find out what works 
for you.

5 things we have learned from this test

verdict
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If we’ve learnt one thing it’s that mountain bike technology 
thrives on weird, wonderful and occasionally rubbish ideas. 
Here’s a look at what we may be riding in a possible future…

W
ell, that title’s a paradox, of 

course. The future is, and 

always will be, in the future, 

but mountain bike technology 

sleeps for no man and in its 

endless march towards faster 

segment times and bigger 

marketing campaigns it has the 

occasional wobble. Here’s a look 

ahead to some of the weirder 

tech creeping on to our radar and 

(potentially) all of our bikes...

THE
FUTURE
IS NOW
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W E I R D N E S S OOOOO

U S E F U L N E S S  O

Spanish company 3FStech have 

launched a Kickstarter page to 

try and tease one of the oddest 

ideas yet to crawl forth from the 

mechanical ooze into existence: 

meet the AIM adjustable stem. 

Ever wondered what your enduro 

bike would feel like with a 120mm 

stem on it? No? Well, there is 

some science behind this. 3FStech 

claim that altering a rider’s 

position (there are three reach 

settings – 55, 95 and 120mm) 

can dramatically increase comfort 

and performance. Will this make 

up for the 400g weight, added 

complication or extra bar-mounted 

remote? We shall see.  

THE HEIGHT  
ADJUSTABLE STEM

W E I R D N E S S OOOOO

U S E F U L N E S S  OOOOO

3D PRINTING

The 3D printer may perhaps turn 

out to be the most important tool 

created since the internet. Home 

printers will soon be able to create 

and share plans to craft everything 

from coffee cups to... well, other 

stuff. But for us lot it may herald 

in a future full of home-made 

tweaks and mods. A small adaptor 

to further extend the position of a 

SRAM shifter mounted beneath an 

Avid brake lever? Clip-on plastic 

separators to eliminate cable 

rattles? GoPro or Garmin mounts? 

A whole new cottage industry 

surrounding little tech nibbles is 

upon us. It’s time to dust off your 

lab coat and don your safety specs.  
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W E I R D N E S S OOO

U S E F U L N E S S OOOO

THE WIRELESS  
DROPPER SEATPOST

W E I R D N E S S OOOOO

U S E F U L N E S S  OOOOO

THE QUICK-RELEASE  
CHAIN DEVICE

You know what it’s like, some days 

you want a chain device and some 

days you just don’t. OK, so that’s 

maybe a bit flippant but riders who 

strap on the odd number board 

may find the idea of a bit of added 

security appealing. More to the 

point though, Gravity’s new Grid 

device makes swapping chainrings 

and cranks a cinch with both top 

and bottom guides removable via 

simple cotter pins. A neat little idea, 

well executed, the Grid may just be 

a peak into a future where the home 

mechanic’s needs are actually taken 

into account as opposed to being 

drowned in an ever-increasing sea 

of different standards and internally 

routed nonsense.

Somehow, the wireless, electronically 

actuated dropper seatpost always 

had to come from Germany. 

Essentially, the new Magura post 

works in the same way as other 

droppers but is controlled via ANT+ 

from the bars by Magura’s own eLECT 

remote. Forty hours of run time is 

bolstered with a failsafe that lets 

you actuate the post twenty more 

times before the battery fully dies. 

The chunky remote isn’t the cleanest 

and we can only imagine what a 

petrol station power-washer would 

do to a micro-USB socket. But as the 

abundance of electronics in both 

suspension and drivetrains become 

prevalent, there’s no reason to stop it 

spreading elsewhere too. 
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REMOTE ADJUSTABLE 
TYRE PRESSURES

Developers in Vietnam fed up with 

the country’s favourite form of 

transport, the moped, being stolen 

have introduced a small easy to hide 

device which houses a micro sim 

card. If your bike goes missing you 

can do anything from locating it to 

turning off the engine via the sim and 

your smartphone. Now, imagine this 

tech built into a bike; not only would 

it protect against thieving lowlife, 

but also allow a constant stream of 

GPS data and tons of potential for 

smartphone connectivity. 

SIM CARDS

U S E F U L N E S S OOOOO

W E I R D N E S S  O

Hoverboards, the self-driving car 

and the smartwatch; all futuristic 

products that in reality we could 

probably survive without. Much like 

adjustable tyre pressures. But as with 

the aforementioned geeky trilogy, 

mere common sense will not stand 

in the way of their development. 

American company Adaptrac already 

have a system which, for $1600, will 

allow you to adjust the amount of 

air in your tyres without leaving your 

bike. You will have to bolt a canister 

of pressurized Co2 to your down 

tube, run more cables than the CERN 

hadron collider and make space on 

your bars for two pressure gauges, 

but these are mere footfalls on the 

path to technological enlightenment.

W E I R D N E S S OOOOO

U S E F U L N E S S  OOOOO

CERN HADRON COLLIDER
MORE CABLES THAN THE
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W E I R D N E S S OOOOO

U S E F U L N E S S OOOOO

THE GEARBOX

W E I R D N E S S OO

U S E F U L N E S S  OOOO

Technically this one is already here in

the form of SRAM’s incredibly clever

road-only Red eTap groupset. Set

your rear mech to pairing mode then

tap the shifter and the two will bond

via SRAM’s Airea wireless protocol.

The downside is that obviously every

component needs its own battery

which when (we don’t think this is an

‘if’) it reaches an off-road application

will make scudding your £500 rear

mech into a rock a pretty horrific

thought. Shimano’s wired Di2 system

already does some cool stuff (custom

programing and automatically

executed front mech shifting etc) so

we’re excited to see what more the

future holds.

THE WIRELESS
DRIVETRAIN

ABS

Now, no one (as far as we know) has 

even started to develop this yet, but 

at one stage no one rated going to 

the moon or putting pictures of your 

dinner on the internet either. Imagine 

approaching a switchback at retina-

blurring speed only to be able to grab 

as much brake as you want and for 

your bike to slow without any loss 

of grip. Well, Bosch’s 9ME system is 

specced on some of KTM’s fastest 

motorcycles for that very reason and 

can bring a substantial amount of 

metal to a halt on loose surfaces a 

lot more effectively than ‘just’ the 

braking capabilities of riders. ABS is 

now big business in motorcycling – is 

the idea of a mountain bike equipped 

with it really so far fetched?

W E I R D N E S S OOOOO

U S E F U L N E S S OOOOO

ABOLISH TRAIL BUZZ

Look hard enough on the SRAM 

website and you’ll find its once 

futuristic, now nearly archaic looking, 

Hammerschmidt planetary geared 

drivetrain still listed. Although not 

the fully enclosed transmission that 

many riders and tech heads crave, 

it was heralded as being the future, 

or at least a part of it. Sadly, as with 

the enclosed drivetrain, the latest 

range of easy to produce, easy to 

set up, easy to use 1x11 drivetrains 

have lulled us all into a sense of 

apathy towards the development of 

the gearbox. While prototypes are 

already here, perhaps the biggest 

issue gearbox systems face is that 

they need to be simpler and more 

reliable than the humble derailleur. 

THIS COULD ALL BUT
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 S U S P E N S I O N
Once seen as heavy, 

unnecessary and expensive,

now seen as light, essential

and very expensive. 

Suspension changed racing

first, then riding.

 T H E  D R O P P E R  P O S T
“Why would you need a 

dropper when you can just 

undo your seatpost and lower 

your saddle?!” Quietly one of 

the most influential pieces of 

tech this century. 

UK company Loopwheels unveiled 

a new wheel design at this year’s 

Bespoke Bristol bike show – which 

prompted many hairy chins to be 

scratched. Instead of spokes, it 

features three loops of carbon fibre 

which absorb impacts by allowing the 

hub to move towards the rim. Now, 

this might not be ideal for heavy 

braking mountain bikers, but imagine 

a stiffer application which could all 

but abolish trail buzz. Various sizes 

are apparently in the works, with 

20in versions due this year.

SUSPENSION WHEELS

W E I R D N E S S OOOOO

U S E F U L N E S S  OOO

A look back at the stuff that was initially scoffed at 
before it wormed its way into our hearts forever…THE STUFF WE GREW TO LOVE

 6 5 0 B / 2 7. 5 I N  W H E E L S
From a madman’s dream to

the default mountain bike

wheel size in just a

couple of years. How its

plus-sized derivative fares

will be very interesting.



T
he big switch to the new 650b wheel size a 

couple of years ago introduced a lot of new 

forks to the market and shook up the fork 

hierarchy as a result. This year sees the 

established performance benchmarks come 

under renewed pressure from a rash of new 

designs and updates to existing forks that 

stretch from budget to boutique price points. We figured 

the best way to work out which were the best trail forks for 

every size of wallet and wallop was to retest our previous 

favourites alongside the latest challengers to see which 

emerged as our rock swallowing, rich traction, precision 

steering champs.

By featuring the most common forks such 

as the RockShox Pike alongside potential 

upgrade candidates you can see whether it’s 

worth swapping from what you’ve already 

got. Make sure you read the whole review 

rather than just looking at the scores and 

summaries. There might be an aspect of a 

fork that delivers the feature, adjustment or specific feel 

(very plush initial stroke, particularly good big hit or 

steering control, changeable axles, built-in mudguard, 

colour options) that you want, but isn’t enough to net it an 

overall win in our eyes. 

Your tester

Guy Kesteven

Our Kes has been riding and custom fettling suspension 

forks since his first set of Manitou MK1s 25 years ago. The 

relentless riding schedule of his northern test team and 

our Bristol office crew means all the forks here have been 

taken to their limit and beyond to deliver you the ultimate 

reviews to make sure you can choose exactly 

the right fork for your riding. We also used a 

rotational loading rig to test fork deflection at 

the tip of a 760mm handlebar when 

weighted with a 25kg and then 40kg weight 

to simulate the flex of the fork at medium 

and maximal turning loads.

FORKS
£430-£899 We hit the black runs to see how the latest 140-180mm 
travel suspension forks compare with the established benchmarks.

+++++

Turn to p10

our ratings explained



TRAVEL

160mm is now the default stroke 
length for most aggro trail bikes. 
It’s long enough to take serious 
hits in its stride but not so 
stretched that tracking stiffness 
or acceptable weight are under 
threat. We have included a couple
of shorter 140mm forks as well 
as a longer 180mm one though.

what to look for

DAMPING

All the forks here have compression
and rebound damping circuits. Some
forks also allow separate adjustment of
high speed (big, fast impacts) and low
speed (cornering, braking, pedalling
and weight shift loads) compression.
Others allow external or internal travel
adjustment, additional damping or
spring adjustment.

PRICE

For any given brand, the more 
you pay the more features you’ll 
probably get. Higher costs should 
also get you more complicated 
damping circuitry and better 
quality seals and oils for smoother, 
more consistent performance 
and the whole fork should be 
put together better too.

CHASSIS

Most aggro trail forks are now 
based around 34-36mm stanchions 
with a 15mm screw-through axle 
of some description holding the 
wheel in place. Weights can vary 
between 1700g and 2100g and 
differences in braking and/or 
cornering stiffness are obvious 
on the trail.

SPRING

All the forks here use an adjustable 
pressure air chamber as the spring 
that controls the basic impact 
response of the fork. Most forks 
also have a way of changing the 
air chamber volume to change 
how easy it is to compress the 
fork to full travel.  
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MRP’s Stage fork gets a range of updates for 

2016, making it even smoother and more

widely adjustable – if you get a good one. A new

wiper seal design and compound combines with

the push button-balanced negative and positive

air springs and high volume damper to make

what was already a very plush fork ridiculously

supple. The effect is like having a 15psi 650b+ 

tyre on the front over small bumps with

outstanding ground-hugging traction through

corners. The way it seems to suck down onto the

trail is brilliant on technical climbs where we

could roll over and up steps, rocks and roots

rather than bouncing off them and stalling.

The naturally linear stroke can be made

noticeably more progressive by twisting the

Ramp Control knob on the left leg, while the

eight clicks of the low speed compression

damper on the right side has a more obvious

effect. The rebound damping circuit has been

made a lot quieter too. It’s also possible to

change the positive negative balance if you

want a less succulent feel. Stiffness and weight

are comfortably mid pack and, while it needs to

be kept clean, the QTaper 15mm axle is secure

and easy to adjust the lever angle. There are 10

colour sticker sets besides the original orange.

Unfortunately, while our grouptest fork has

been butter smooth and very impressive overall,

we’ve two other 2016 forks that are a lot more 

notchy, and we had similar issues of

inconsistency with Stages last year.

www.ison-distribution.com

MRP Stage
2016 160mm 

FORKS

£430-£899

Potentially ultra smooth, plus tyre-style 

performance with wide adjustability

Price £780 Weight 1980g 
Flex 18/34mm
Ultra supple but inconsistent
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Fox have lightened their 34 platform and 

slimmed down the range into just two 

aftermarket options. Is the more affordable 

Performance model still worth buying?

The 2016 34 drops almost 400g compared 

to the old 34 Evo and 200g compared to the 36, 

so there’s a legitimate weight loss reason to 

have one. Fox have also shaved the weight 

without losing any stiffness over the old fork, 

although it’s still the most noticeably wayward 

fork on test. Whether we were braking and/or 

turning hard on the trail or reading the 

deflection data off our lab rig, there’s a tangible 

disconnect between bar and axle when you’re 

really working it hard. Obviously that’s only as 

significant as the trail surface/tyre traction 

allows it to be, but if you’re into hyper accurate 

high-def trail clarity or regularly rubbing ruts 

and ridges up the wrong way, then this isn’t your 

ideal fork.

Suspension performance is good rather than 

amazing too. The three-position FIT compression 

adjuster gives a useful spread of full ‘open’, 

restricted flow ‘medium’ and essentially locked 

‘firm’ settings, but you don’t get the additional 

‘open’ fine-tune of the factory forks. It’s not as 

supple off the top or when responding to mid- 

stroke stutter as other comparably priced forks 

either. It is basically consistent and predictable 

though and there’s reasonable mid-stroke 

support for boosting through berms and keeping 

it level under braking.    

www.mojo.co.uk

Fox 34 FIT4 

Performance 

150mm 
Price £639 Weight 1820g 
Flex 20/41mm  
Affordable Fox all-rounder

Lighter and more controlled, but 
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DVO’s Diamond offers true pro DH level

adjustability but at the cost of easy fit-and-go

performance. For a start, the loose, angle-

adjustable axle receiver is easy to knock out and

lose when fitting/removing a wheel, and the

optional integrated arch fender gives zero

clearance for big 2.4in tyres on wider rims. It’s

slightly heavier than most of the competition

too, although that gives it a solid, accurate feel

on the trail, with lab rig numbers to support it.

Suspension setup depends entirely on

finding your sweet spot in the balance between

the very wide range of ‘off the top’ negative

spring adjustment and the positive air spring.

As you suck the fork down into the depths of

a potentially very supple start, it significantly

alters ride height and increases ramp-up later

in the stroke, while a firm start means a more

linear feel. If no point on the factory balance

suits you, the compression damping cartridge

can easily be removed for altering the internal

shim stack to your exact needs. The reversed

action (compressing, rather than expanding)

damper bladder makes it very sensitive to any

adjustment, so you’ll often only notice changes

for better or worse in snapshot moments at

the edge of control. That means patience and

several hours of specific tuning is crucial to get

its full potential and match other more user- 

friendly forks.

www.silverfish-uk.com

DVO Diamond 

160mm  

FORKS

£430-£899

Needs expert tuning to get the most 

out of this solid performer

Price £799 Weight 2090g 
Flex 16/31mm
Highly tuneable and neatly  
integrated big hitter
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With a bit of tuning imagination Formula’s

ThirtyFive can deliver smooth, aggressive terrain

performance in a reliable trail fork package. At

545mm axle-crown it packs 160mm of travel

into the length of most 150mm travel forks, and

it’s light too. The 35mm legs and 15mm axle

mean there’s no obvious sign that it’s lighter

than average when it comes to turning in or

torqueing across the grain of the trail though, 

and it’s rated for full 203mm DH rotors.

A coil negative spring nudges it past initial

seal stiffness very smoothly, while the Drop-In

cartridge has a somewhat noisy, high volume oil

transfer that makes it a naturally responsive and

supple fork. The 24 clicks of subtle compression

adjustment let you fine-tune damping resistance

and if you find it too linear you can add oil to

ramp things up a bit on bigger hits. Alternatively 

you can dial the threshold right down on the

gold fork-top lever to create a platform-style feel 

for hard cornering and braking support.

While the little levers are a bit fiddly the

whole cartridge can be rotated to put the

adjusters exactly where you want, or removed

entirely for internal tuning without disturbing

the open-bath lubricating oil or seals. While it

does need more setup skill than most forks, it’s

been totally trouble free under one of our most

punishing riders all year, and it’s certainly worth 

a look as a weight saving, smooth traction .

www.silverfish-uk.com

Formula
ThirtyFive 
160mm 
Price £899 Weight 1820g 
Flex 22/36mm
Succulent, lightweight but very 
pricey Italian smoothie

Light, compact and very smooth but

noisy and reliant on smart tuning



When it comes to HD clarity and control BOS’s

Deville is still up there with the best. With its

slim, slotted crown and beautifully machined

pop-out lever 15mm (20mm option available)

axle, it has a race workshop feel. Despite 34mm

legs tracking stiffness is pretty good, but weight

is more like most heavy duty 35/36mm legged

forks. That’s partly because it’s the only one

here still using an open-bath damping system

with a lot of free-flowing oil, rather than a self-

contained cartridge with a smaller oil volume.

The result is a super responsive stroke that’ll

track the smallest ripple or ragged rock heap for

the kind of traction that makes it feel like your

tyres are actually hooked into the trail, rather 

than just rolling across the top.

Unlike most ‘stiffened’ modes, the switch on

the TRC version firms up the mid stroke, not the 

start stroke, for absolutely immaculate ride

height control and great feedback through

corners without killing small bump traction so 

the front wheel is still tacky on climbs.

The separate damping circuits are so

accurately controlled you’ll need to get your

adjustments spot on, so if you don’t know (or 

want to learn) what high and low speed

compression dials do and then spend some trail

time fine-tuning the interplay between them,

these aren’t the forks for you. If you do and

appreciate a fork that’ll make the ragged edge

feel a lot less sketchy, BOS’s reputation as a 

racer’s favourite is well deserved.

www.jungleproducts.co.uk

BOS Deville

TRC 160mm 

FORKS

£430-£899

Expensive and tuning reliant, but super 

accurate control for full gas racing

Price £908 Weight 2110g 
Flex 22/32mm
The old-school benchmark
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The new FIT4-ADJ version of Fox’s 36 removes 

a lot of tuning responsibility without reducing its 

uncompromising race-style performance. The 

new ADJ design still uses 36mm legs, with gold 

Kashima coating on the top rank factory model, 

but with a quick release 15mm-only dropout, 

rather than the previous bolted 15 or 20mm 

axle bottom end. While they didn’t score well on 

our workshop twist test and occasionally wander 

in steering terms, lateral and fore/aft stiffness is 

impeccable for a precise and direct trail feel, 

particularly under braking. That’s enhanced by 

an aggressive, high speed compression tune 

that keeps travel tightly controlled and 

maximises feedback. 

Additional ‘on the fly’ support for cornering/

braking comes via the preset ‘medium’ and 

‘firm’ settings of the fork-top lever. Low speed 

compression of the ‘open’ setting can be finely 

adjusted via a 22 position inner dial. Rebound 

damping has been set to give faster initial deep- 

stroke return but slower upper-stroke speeds, so 

it can handle multiple big hits without packing 

down or kicking out of connection at the top of 

the stroke. It’s consistently accurate and 

predictable as far and fast as you can push it, so 

if you want cold, clean ‘hard is fast’ clarity rather 

than warm, soft-edged forgiveness this is the 

fork for you. DIY damping fans should note the 

RC2 FIT with separate high and low speed 

compression adjusters and optional 20mm axle 

is still available for £899.

www.mojo.co.uk

Fox 36 FIT4- 

ADJ 160mm 
Price £839 Weight 2040g 
Flex 20/40mm  
��ß������	�RÝOR������������
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Pike has been the fork against which all others 

are judged for several years now and, while

heavier forks have eclipsed it for flat out, crazy

terrain control, it’s still the best mid-weight trail

fork available. It’s tweaked slightly for 2016,

inheriting the same SKF combined internal oil/

external grime leg seals (smoother than the

previous two-seal system) as Lyrik, Yari and

Boxxer. The lower legs have been recessed to

handle SRAM’s oversized Torque Cap-ended

hubs for extra stiffness too. RockShox’ most

refined Charger damper gets a lower friction,

longer lasting SKF seal too. Fine-tuners will also 

appreciate that progression-increasing

‘Bottomless Tokens’ are now available for Dual

Position adjustable travel versions and rebound

damping is internally adjustable, like the Boxxer.

The result doesn’t track the ground as

smoothly as the Lyrik or Yari, nor does it feel

quite as solid when you’re burying it into the

nastiest rock and root sections or bar-scraping

turns, but it has better structural stiffness and

line-holding accuracy than any other 1800g

fork, and many 2kg forks. It’s also noticeably

smoother over small bumps than before, with

well balanced ‘open’, ‘trail’ and ‘climb’ settings

plus low speed compression fine-tuning at your

fingertips. Kickback calming, dual speed Rapid

Response rebound means you can go balls out

from the box too. While list price is relatively

high, you’ll always be able to find it significantly

cheaper, which isn’t true of other premium forks.

www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

RockShox Pike

RCT3 Solo Air 

160mm 

FORKS

£430-£899

User friendly, mid weight, max control 

trail fork gets smoother and stiffer

Price £820 Weight 1860g 
Flex 15/29mm
Brilliant benchmark all-rounder
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Lyrik has been a while coming, but Pike’s big 

brother has been worth the wait for ultimate 

control, minimal faff fans. The stanchions use 

the same 35mm external diameter as Pike, but 

the walls are thicker and the brace is taller to 

increase fore/aft and lateral stiffness as well as 

impact strength. The result is an immediate 

feeling of unshakeable authority, even in the 

longest 180mm-travel format. 

By increasing the volume of the self-setting 

negative spring RockShox have created an ultra 

sensitive initial stroke. Cue the kind of glued 

down traction you normally only get with super 

heavy DH tyres run at minimal PSI. The surface/

angle/speed combinations you can put the front 

wheel into without it skipping a beat are 

amazing. The longer negative also means the 

positive is naturally more progressive, so hard 

riders won’t immediately feel obliged to stiffen 

it with Bottomless Tokens like they would a Pike. 

SKF fork and Charger damper seals make it 

superbly responsive and consistent at any point 

in the stroke or speed range. Low speed 

compression is finely adjustable in ‘open’, with 

additional ‘trail’ and ‘climb’ lever settings, and 

the already position-sensitive rebound can be 

tweaked internally. As usual for RockShox – and 

unlike most comparable performers – there’s 

enough ‘give’ in the default damping to let you 

go flat out even if you’re too impatient to play 

with your knobs first. You can already find Lyrik 

heavily discounted despite being brand new.  

www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

RockShox Lyrik 
RCT3 Solo Air  
180mm 
Price £820 Weight 2070g 
Flex 16/32mm  
Ultimate user-friendly control

Outstanding extreme terrain grip and 
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An ongoing Fox buyout and restructure means

Marzocchi haven’t got any fresh 2016 forks, but 

that doesn’t stop the 350CR being a great 

performer for the price.

To be exact, it’s more of a 2015.5 fork, as it 

lost its original but often short-lived gold

Espresso leg coating and got new graphics

halfway through last year. As the coating was

only cosmetic, it still feels like you’re running

5psi less tyre pressure than normal once you’ve

put a few hours through the seals. Excellent

traction is backed up by solid tracking and

braking accuracy, and we’ve destroyed several 

front wheels casing jumps or nailing trees

without our long termer 350CR fork flinching.

The Dynamic Bleed Cartridge damper is

vocally squelchy but gives usefully wide-range

compression and rebound damping, which it

translates consistently and predictably for solid 

cornering support and tactile tyre feedback.

Really slam into something though, and it blows

through before your wrists snap and recirculates

the oil fast enough to catch control and leave

the fault for those broken wheels firmly with the 

pilot not the fork.

Weight is reasonable, the 15mm cam axle is

secure and all three 350 forks we’ve run over

the past year have been solidly reliable despite

minimal servicing. They’re an easy fork to pull

apart to change travel (to 150 or 140mm) or

add oil to increase progression, making them a 

great hardcore fork for the money.

www.windwave.co.uk

Marzocchi 

350CR

160mm  

FORKS

£430-£899

Robust, consistent and smooth control 

at a great price once bedded in

Price £430 Weight 2090g 
Flex 16/31mm
Super smooth bargain bomber
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There’s not just one new hardcore fork in the 

RockShox 2016 range, and you’d be daft to 

overlook the Yari if you want laugh out loud 

control at a reasonable price.

A reinforced crown, high brace, Torque Cap 

hub-compatible lowers and tapered 35mm 

stanchions mean excellent rotational and fore/

aft stiffness, with thick walls for impact 

strength. They’re a totally acceptable weight for 

a 160mm fork, although shorter travel versions 

are relatively heavier (but stiffer) as they use the 

same structure just with a different air spring 

shaft. That does mean you could theoretically 

run the same fork anywhere from 120-180mm 

travel. Whatever the travel, the extended 

negative spring and super slick SKF combo seals 

mean the front wheel sticks to the trail like glue 

and natural stroke progression is excellent. Add 

the obvious structural authority and you can hit 

big blocks and drops sledgehammer hard.

RockShox have clearly worked super hard to 

replicate Charger characteristics as closely as 

possible in the simpler Motion Control damper 

here. That means you’ll only notice a more 

notchy, less consistent feel and more arm 

fatigue when you’re absolutely pinned through 

really rough, repeated hit sections for a long 

time. If you find you do want the extra fine 

control and finesse of a Charger damper, the 

cartridge will drop straight in, so the ultra 

versatile, super confident Yari has to be the 

smart money choice.

www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

RockShox 

Yari RC Solo 

Air 160mm 
Price £550 Weight 2020g 
Flex 14/30mm  
Affordable hardcore workhorse
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authority at an impressive price

WINNER



LAPIERRE  

He’s a racer with impeccable credentials. When it comes to  

his personal race bike, no detail has been overlooked

NICO VOUILLOZ’S  
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NICO VOUILLOZ’S LAPIERRE SPICY TEAM
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I
t’s fair to say the words Nicolas Vouilloz and 

legend go hand in hand. With 10 World 

Champion Downhill titles and numerous 

individual wins in everything from Enduro 

World Series racing to S2000 rally car 

driving under his belt, the Frenchman’s 

talent is undeniable. 

What has always set him apart is the 

attention to detail he pays to both his bikes 

and setup, so it’s not surprising his new 2016 

Lapierre Spicy Team enduro bike is a treasure 

trove of technical trickery, with every single 

detail meticulously thought out. Indeed, when 

we try to corner him at the Roc D’Azur so we 

can chat about his bike, we think we’ve been 

stood up, only to discover him the workshop, 

making sure every part of the bike is utterly 

clean before any photos are taken.

Devil’s in the development
The story started over a year ago when he 

began riding a specially modified version of the 

2015 bike in order to experiment with both 

geometry and travel. However, these 

modifications to the old bike had some side 

effects, as Nico tells us: “It was pedalling well, 

but not as well as it could. [The new bike] has 

more travel and it’s pedalling like the old Spicy 

in 150mm and I can ride a bigger ring. The bike 

is made for 34t to be the best efficiency. In the 

past the Spicy was made more for 30-32t but 

now it’s a bit more for racing.” 

Suspension travel is now up to 165mm over 

the 150mm on the old bike too, with a focus 

on a more progressive stroke, which Nico says 

helps the bike keep speed. This means a less 

‘plush’ feeling and he reckons it’s a little less 

comfortable on rock gardens, but it’s worth it 

in terms of overall gain.

�X//$)"�/#X�|/�-$"#/
While he used to ride a size large in the old 

bike, the reach numbers for the new model 

have been increased and he now rides a 

medium, which at 444mm is a better match 

for his 5ft 9in frame. He runs a Truvativ Black 

Box carbon fibre bar that’s 750mm wide and 

has a 20mm rise, but he’s added nylon end 

plugs, bumping the actual width to 770mm. 

That’s paired with a 45mm stem, something 

he’s settled on only after testing both longer 

and shorter items, as Nico explains: “50mm is 

a bit long, 40mm is a bit short. The longer the 

stem is when it’s straight and fast, the more 

stable the bike. Honestly, it’s crazy the 

difference it makes. I was riding 30mm and it’s 

nice if it’s steep but on the fast stuff it’s feeling 

not so confident – I needed to improve the 

level of the bike. When you put 60mm on, it’s 

much more stable in a straight line.” 

When it comes to front end height, that’s 

also the result of more testing. “I work a lot also 

on the height and it depends on the bottom 

bracket height and feeling, but I try to be as low 

as possible for the grip – although not too low 

for steep parts. It’s always a compromise, but 

yeah, if something is not just there, I try – 

every time.”

Nico Vouilloz is more than  
just a team rider for Lapierre. 
He’s a salaried member of the 
brand’s R&D team

NICO VOUILLOZ’S LAPIERRE SPICY TEAM
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The head angle is slackened by a 
further degree by an offset cup. 
It helps on the super steep and 
technical trails of the EWS

Moto-style finger guards keep 
the prickly bushes of Vouilloz’s 
home trails at bay but also give 
warning when he’s cutting it fine
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NICO VOUILLOZ’S LAPIERRE SPICY TEAM

“I worked on the  
compression with RockShox, 

it’s really adjusted for my 
weight. It has to be good.  
It’s made for fast guys!”
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Special suspension
The Spicy Team comes fitted with Lapierre’s E:I 

system, which automatically adjusts the rear 

shock settings based on both cadence and 

terrain inputs. However, it’s only currently 

available on inline RockShox Monarch shocks, 

but Nico has the system rigged up to a 

Monarch Plus shock. The main reason for this 

is that the piggyback design transfers less heat 

from the damping oil to the air in the can, 

keeping the pressure more consistent over a 

long run. “When you have inline shocks you 

say, ‘Yeah, okay, I like 35% sag,’ then you have 

to start at 40% and finish [a stage] at 25%. 

With this, you start at 35%, you finish at 32%.”

Nico alters the amount of sag at the rear 

depending on how pedally or rough the track 

he’s riding is, using stiffer settings on flatter 

tracks. While the shock has the stock rebound 

tune, after much experimenting through the 

season, Nico’s arrived at a compression tune 

that he’s happy with. While it uses the same 

piston, the shim stack is a little different to 

what you or I might use. “I worked on the 

compression with RockShox, it’s really adjusted 

for my weight,” says Nico. “It has to be good. 

It’s made for fast guys! When you hit rocks fast 

you maybe need less hydraulic and especially 

high speed than normal because if not you can 

break wheels and things because they won’t 

absorb [the impact].”

Even Nico isn’t infallible however, having to 

alter settings derived on home turf to suit the 

more varied tracks of the Enduro World Series. 

“The main thing that’s hard is that during the 

winter you work using the trails where you ride 

COMPLETE BIKE 
SPECIFICATIONS
Frame: Spicy Carbon OST + 

165mm travel

Fork: RockShox Lyrik RCT3 Solo 

Air, 170mm

Shock: RockShox Monarch Plus, 

200x57mm, E:I Relay

Headset: Sealed cartridge, 

1-degree offset

Stem: Nico Vouilloz Signature, 

45mm

Handlebar: Truvativ BlackBox 

Carbon with nylon extenders, 

770mm

Grips: Lizard Skins DSP

Front brake: SRAM Guide 

Ultimate, 180mm rotor

Rear brake: SRAM Guide 

Ultimate, 200mm rotor

Brake levers: SRAM Guide 

Ultimate

Front chainguide: Truvativ X.0, 

upper only

Rear derailleur: SRAM XX1

Shift lever: SRAM XX1, 

modified with grip tape

Cassette: SRAM XX1, titanium 

Nitride coating

Chain: SRAM XX1, titanium 

nitride coating

Crankset: SRAM XX1

Pedals: Shimano XTR Trail

Wheelset: SRAM BlackBox 

carbon front, SRAM Rail 50 rear

Front tyre: Michelin Wild 

Grip’R2 Advanced Reinforced 

Prototype

Rear tyre: Michelin Wild 

Race’R Enduro Rear Advanced 

Reinforced Prototype

Saddle: Fabric Scoop Flat Pro

Seatpost: RockShox Reverb, 

125mm travel

Bottle: Fabric Cageless bottle 

and mounts

and are used to riding. For example, I arrived 

in Scotland and was not happy with the 

results, so you need a lot of knowledge and 

different tracks for an enduro bike to really 

work all-round.”

The E:I system has also been slightly 

modified, with the control unit moved from its 

usual position on the stem cap and instead 

attached to the headtube using Velcro to keep 

it away from damage. It’s powered by a small, 

lightweight battery pack mounted under the BB 

rather than the bottle cage bosses, freeing 

them up for a Fabric Cageless bottle.

Waxing Lyrikal
Unlike production Team bikes, which use a 

160mm travel RockShox Pike, Nico is running a 

RockShox Lyrik with 170mm of travel. He 

reckons that the 150g of extra weight this adds 

is well worth it, as it feels like a much bigger, 

more stable fork. It’s also slacked out with the 

addition of one-degree offset head cups, taking 

the head angle to somewhere slightly south of 

65 degrees. He tends to go for a lightly sagged 

setup and also to run the fork with as little 

hydraulic damping force as possible. That 

means a minimum of three and sometimes 

four volume spacers inside the Solo Air spring 

to give good support. While previously he was 

running more rear shock sag to give a slacker 

head angle, this setup allows him to keep the 

slack head angle without doing that. It’s not 

something he changes for individual races 

either. “When it’s steep and rough, it’s good to 

have downhill geometry. After, the problem 

is that you come home and you do uphills 

A Truvativ chainguide  
adds security to the 34t direct-

mount chainring. The bike is 
designed around this gearing

The E:I system is powered by a 
much smaller and lighter unit 
than on consumer bikes

The E:I control unit is Velcroed 
to the headtube to keep it out of 

danger and aid quick removal

NICO VOUILLOZ’S LAPIERRE SPICY TEAM
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and downhills, and you find your bike is a bit 

slow and sometimes not so fun, because it’s 

too extreme!”

While the Lyrik can accept larger diameter 

SRAM’s Predictive Steering hub interface, Nico 

was running a standard item. Even the world’s 

best riders are at the mercy of supply 

sometimes. Another interesting point was that 

he’d got rid of the 15mm quick-release Maxle 

thru-axle in favour of a lighter bolt-up axle and 

it’s the same story at the rear of the bike. While 

this takes longer to change a wheel in the 

event of a puncture, Nico is more concerned 

with real-world race use. As he puts it: “If you 

flat you’re dead, dead for dead! These are 

lighter and nicer. I don’t think you can fix a 

puncture during a stage, it’s better to go 

through the stage, cross the finish and hope 

you didn’t break the wheel.”

Custom rubber

Nico runs Michelin tyres and, as you’d expect, 

these aren’t off-the-shelf items. Both the 

‘Prototype’ logoed front Wild Grip’R and Wild 

Race’R Enduro Rear have special compounds, 

with a ridiculously soft and sticky edge tread 

matched to a much harder centre to maximise 

corner grip while minimising rolling resistance. 

They’re run standard tubeless, with Effeto 

Mariposa Caffelatex foaming sealant inside. 

When the subject of Schwalbe’s ProCore is 

mentioned, Nico says he’s hasn’t tried the 

system but may well test it during the winter. 

Based on what he’s seen with other riders so far, 

he’s not entirely convinced. “I think it works but 

it’s not like a revolution. I’m not sure in any case 

that you can ride a lighter tyre. Maybe you have 

ProCore and it’s easier to ride if you flat but it 

[won’t allow] a lighter tyre.”  

Survivalist wheels

He’s also running an interesting wheel setup, 

using an aluminium SRAM Roam 50 rim at the 

rear and a prototype 30mm wide SRAM Black 

Box carbon fibre item up front. While the wider 

rim up front gives the tyre a better edge profile 

Top: A prototype SRAM 
BlackBox 30mm carbon wheel 
is used up front to give a 
squarer profile

Above: Vouilloz settled on a 
45mm stem to balance stability 
at speed with performance on 
steep terrain
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and allows lower pressures, at the rear it comes 

back to the question of race day survivability. 

An aluminium rim is more likely to bend than 

snap if it takes a seriously hard impact, and 

while he tested using a 30mm wide aluminium 

prototype he found the increased width made 

it too stiff, increasing the chances of a puncture, 

especially if run with less pressure in the tyre. 

While he feels the advances he’s made with 

suspension setup may now allow him to use 

the new carbon fibre item on the rear, it’s not 

something he wanted to chance mid-season. 

The narrow 21mm internal width of the Roam 

also gives a more rounded profile to the rear 

tyre, ensuring that it’s the harder centre tread 

and not the super sticky edges that contact the 

ground, reducing rolling resistance.

Going for gold
Elsewhere, the SRAM XX1 drivetrain’s chain and 

cassette have been given a ceramic Titanium 

Nitride coating as part of SRAM’s BlackBox 

athlete programme, which results in a blinged 

out gold look but also hugely increased wear

resistance. Chain security is boosted by a 

Truvativ-branded MRP chainguide, which has

had the lower bashguard removed and has 

been given the Dremel treatment to lose 

weight from the aluminium backing plate. Nico

runs a 125mm drop RockShox Reverb instead

of a longer 150mm item, as he finds that the

latter drops too low and can increase fatigue,

though it’s something he plans to experiment

with. On top of that is perched a carbon fibre

railed Fabric Scoop Flat Pro saddle, something 

that’s lightweight but comfortable on long days 

in the saddle.

The final personal touch is the enduro 

motorbike-style hand defenders. They’re made 

by a friend of his and help prevent a knuckle 

full of thorns on his spiky local trails. At 100g 

there’s only a minor weight penalty and, 

usefully for someone that’s suffered a number 

of hand injuries, the guards will clip obstacles 

without his hands striking to give a useful early 

warning that he’s pushing too hard.
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Top left: Michelin tyres get 
special prototype compounds 
to maximise corner grip while 
reducing rolling resistance 

Bottom left: A E:I motor 
is fitted to a Monarch Plus 
piggyback shock rather than the 
inline Monarch of stock bikes

Above: SRAM’s BlackBox 
athlete programme provides 
a super tough titanium nitride 
coated XX1 chain and cassette

NICO VOUILLOZ’S LAPIERRE SPICY TEAM
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I
’ve been riding my Teamelite for 10 

weeks. For a dedicated race bike the 

handling is surprisingly forgiving 

thanks to relatively slack angles and 

a shorter (for XC) stem. Fitting some 

wide 760mm Enve Sweep bars has 

only made the bike more stable at 

speed, although I’ve lost some of the 

agility afforded by more traditional 

700mm bars. 

I’ve also been impressed by the 

Shimano XT groupset. It’s a double that 

will be changed to a single setup before 

racing starts, but the shifting is 

impeccable and the drivetrain has 

proved durable through all the winter 

slop and grit, so far.

The Elastomer insert has been 

earning its keep on a recent soggy trip 

to the Quantocks, providing traction and 

compliance on the greasy climbs. 

www.evanscycles.com

Smith Pivlock Arean Max glasses
£88

(1) The Pivlock Arena Max has a rimless

design, meaning there are no frames –

instead the arms and nosepiece clip

straight onto the lens. This creates an

near perfect field of vision when

charging down the trail, with an added

benefit of being very light.

The glasses come with a spare clear

lens for when it gets dark and muddy,

and if you do get caught out mid-ride,

changing them is simple, with a quick

twist of each arm. I’ve often struggled

with glasses sliding down the bridge of

my nose while riding, but found the

Pivlocks had a great fit and sat securely

no matter how hard I was riding.

www.saddleback.co.uk

Enve Sweep handlebar £140

(2) Enve makes some of the most

premium carbon components on the

planet, which come with an equally

premium price tag. This bar comes up

surprisingly wide for an XC handlebar at

760mm, but it also weighs a slight

189g despite its size. If you do fancy

cutting it down there are guides to

make the job easier, but I’ve enjoyed the

stability it offers. It also has a fairly big

sweep for a flat bar, of nine degrees, but

once again it felt just right. So if you’re

after class-leading weight and width it’s

just the ticket – if you can afford it.

www.saddleback.co.uk

Enve Mountain stem £230

(2) If you require a stem with incredible 

strength and feathery weight then the 

Enve Mountain Stem should be high on 

your list. The main body is made 

entirely of carbon fibre with an 

aluminium faceplate to keep everything 

secure. Combined with the titanium bolts, 

this allows Enve to build an 85mm 

stem weighing just 104g. Despite being 

so light on the scales, the Mountain 

stem is fairly chunky, translating into 

solid and predictable handling out on 

the trails. The question is, is the extra 

stiffness worth the £230 asking price? 

I’ve never felt I’ve lost out in a race 

because my stem isn’t stiff enough, so 

I’m not sure, but if you have the cash 

and only want the best, go for it!

www.saddleback.co.uk

Joe’s BMC Teamelite TE01 XT £3499

Joe Norledge
> Age 29 > Height 6ft > Weight 139lb

> Likes Rides with lots of hills, pain, food

Fast and light, Joe’s BMC is getting ready for the race course
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Size tested Large

1

2
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T
he Sherpa is built for fully

laden adventure first and

foremost. It seemed fitting

therefore that I ignored

weather warnings and

braved the wettest winter

on record to see just how

much adventure it (and I) can take. Early

January saw me head out on my first

bikepacking trip of the year at the

Bearbones Winter Event (www.bear

bonesbikepacking.co.uk). I didn’t last the 

night as my gear succumbed to the

sodden Cambrian conditions but I still

managed a respectable distance in

which to give the Sherpa a good workout.

My only upgrade of note this month

was to the ubiquitous handlebar for epic

rides – the Jones Loop Bar. Despite my

reservations about mixing alt bars and

suspension it worked a treat, giving

enough variation in hand positions, and 

it worked well with the Sherpa’s more

upright riding position. Thanks to the

shared clamp of Shimano’s I-Spec

brakes and shifters, switching back to a

flat bar for trail centre shredding is easy.

With the current trend to shift away

from front mechs, the Sherpa proves

there’s still a place for 2x setups. The 

broader range meant all but the

steepest hike-a-bike sections were

pedallable despite the added weight of

hefty winter kit. The only significant

let-down in my setup were the tyres. 

While I can appreciate the WTB

Trailblazers’ low rolling resistance on

dry hardpack, their lack of traction in

wet, loose mud, while clogging up into a

heavy slick in thick mud destroyed my 

confidence in all poor conditions.  

www.greenoversports.com

H-Bar Jones Loop Aluminium 710 
£130 (710mm ESI grips £30)

(1) An update to possibly the most

recognisable ‘alt bar’ from maverick bike

designer Jeff Jones. Having dabbled in

previous versions and finding them on

the narrow side, the wider 710mm is a

welcome change. The cross bar also 

now has sufficient sweep to allow

gripshift and trigger shifters to be

mounted on the open side of the loop

and within easy reach of the grips.

The Loop H-Bar is a niche product

that generally favours those who prefer

munching miles than shredding trails

and will take some perseverance when

first using it, but it offers a surprising 

and comfortable alternative to

traditional cockpit setups. As you would

expect with the extra scaffolding, this

comes with a weight penalty, tipping

the scales at 514g, although if your

pockets are deep enough they’re also 

available in carbon or titanium.

www.yesweareontheweb.com

Matt’s Rocky Mountain Sherpa £3000

Matt Orton
> Age 34 > Height 6ft > Weight 192lb

> Likes Unconventional rides from fat to retro

Size tested XL

1

Our friendly bearded adventurer gets to grips with the Sherpa
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responsiveness dramatically compared

to its 150/160mm bikes. The beautifully 

sculpted carbon mainframe and

short-stroke Boost-width Pike fork mean

it doesn’t feel like an XC bike with high

heels when you try to chuck it into a

corner or ride it against the grain of the

trail though. In fact, the super long front

centre and low bottom bracket means

the Whyte drops its shoulder into corners

as though it’s trying to blow them clean

off the hill. So if I’m already boosting

further off step-downs and hitting

corners hard enough to startle

photographers, how am I going to

improve this outstanding package?

Well first up I’ve hung onto the

winners of our posh wheels minitest,

because the Industry Nine Enduros

engage immediately, give a fatter tyre

profile than the original SRAMs and the

orange anodised spokes look brilliant and

create a seriously stiff wheel. I’ve also

had to fit a new SRAM direct-mount

chainring after I bent the first one into

the frame sumping the super low chassis

out on a log mid-climb. There’s a radical

bar and stem combo on the workbench 

that we’re dying to try too…

www.whyte.bike

“W
hoa Kes,

that was

faster than 

I was

expecting!

Can you

slow it

down a bit? I’m just trying to catch the

bit between those two corners where

you do that flick shape that proper

downhillers do.” These are not things

photographers normally say to me, but

then Whyte’s new semi-carbon trail bike 

is already proving to be a far from 

normal bike.

Aggressively slack, stiff and stretched

mid-travel bikes that let you jam the

front wheel into a corner and hang your

survival off it like an ice axe aren’t a new

thing. The difference with the Whyte is

that, for once, reducing the travel has 

dropped weight and boosted 

Guy Kesteven
> Age 44 > Height 5ft 11in > Weight 152lb

> Likes Leg burning, synapse crackling trails

Size tested Large

The T-130 is faster than our snapper’s camera, it seems

Guy’s Whyte T-130C RS £3499
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W
ith its big wheels

and short travel,

you might think 

the Process

climbs like a

Sherpa. But, if

you have the

saddle as high as I do, the offset seat

angle becomes rather laid-back. Then

there’s the bob-prone suspension, which 

results from a sus pivot placed low

underneath the chain line. Add to this

the hefty 32lb weight and it yearns to

be pointed downhill. I’ve slammed the

saddle all the way forward on its rails,

which helps the Kona up the steep bits.

I also found the OEM-only compound on

the Maxxis Minion/Ardent tyre combo

slippery, so I’ve substituted an aggressive 

Specialized pairing. Now, the Kona

tackles slippery descents with verve.  

www.konaworld.com

Crank Brothers Mallet E pedals 
£130

(1) Mallets have many fans: from DH

champions to, erm, me. Generous float

affords freedom to twist in corners,

while the ‘eggbeater’ mechanism is

arguably the easiest to clip into around.

The Mallet E is 5mm narrower than the

DH version, so careful cleat positioning

is required to avoid shoes fouling on the 

crank. Longer axles are available,

though. While previous Mallets have

proven unreliable, revamped internals

have kept ours spinning smoothly after

use on all my test bikes since autumn. 

www.extrauk.co.uk

Specialized Hillbilly Grid 29x2.3in 
£35

(2) The Hillbilly is Specialized’s mud/

loose conditions rubber ring. It’ll get you

out of many sticky situations thanks to

well-spaced, spiky tread blocks. The

dual-compound tread also sticks pretty

well to hard surfaces, despite a lack of

siped blocks. Crucially, the shoulder

tread is well-supported and stable,

allowing aggressive cornering in

hardpack with minimal tall-tread

squirm. The Grid casing is hefty but

well-damped and secure in corners, 

allowing super-low pressures. 

www.specialized.com

Seb’s Kona Process 111 £3499

Seb Stott
> Age 23 > Height 6ft 3in > Weight 187lb

> Likes Steep terrain, slippery ruts, fast bikes

Size tested XL

1 2

This Kona loves going down – steep and slippery please



B
efore I did any more

damage to myself by

inadvertently getting

overtaken by the Bossnut’s

slithery back end, I was

keen to change the rear

tyre. While the WTB

Beeline that came fitted would be just

fine and dandy on summer hardpack, its

total lack of traction in slick and muddy

conditions made it a winter liability, so I

plumped for a Schwalbe Hans Dampf in 

ultra-grippy Trailstar guise instead.

Initially I was going to stick with the WTB 

Vigilante tyre on the front as it can

certainly handle British winter gunk, but

the hard rubber compound in this OEM

version persuaded me to slap a Hans 

Dampf on there too.

As well as changing rubber, with the

Bossnut weighing in at 14.5kg (32lb), I

wanted to ditch some ballast, so out

went the Deore cranks and standard

cassette in favour of a Gravity GRID

MegaExo Megatooth crank and Sunrace

MX3 11-42 toothed cassette. The 32t 

front ring and wide-ranging cassette give

me plenty of range to get up almost any

climb, while I’ve dropped about 400g. 

www.gooutdoors.co.uk

Madison Addict waterproof shorts 
£65

(1) These shorts have been doing a fine

job of keeping my most vulnerable parts

safe from the worst of the soggy winter 

conditions. Their multi-layered

construction means they feel more like

regular riding shorts than many other

waterproofs and they don’t get too

sweaty either. While the outer fabric on 

the thighs and uppers does visibly

absorb H2O, the taped interior keeps it

out – even after a series of runs through

the washing machine. I really like the

just-over-the-knee fit and the shorts are

slightly pre-shaped to a riding position.

A silicone band around the waist stops

them slipping and Velcro tabs mean you 

can pull them tight.

www.madison.cc

Exotic CNC machined 6061 alloy 
pedals £33.79

(2) While these flat pedals from direct

sales company Carbon Cycles come with

a reasonable price tag, I haven’t been

overly impressed with their performance. 

They’re hardwearing, well built and a

decent shape but, crucially, the flat body

and stubby pins meant my feet tended

to skate around the pedal over fast rocky 

sections – they’re not light either at

436g a pair. More fancy aluminium and

magnesium versions are available with a

lower cut section running along the axle, 

giving the pedals a much improved

profile, though we’re yet to test them. 

www.carboncycles.cc

Rich’s Calibre Bossnut £1000

21

Rich Owen
> Age 44 > Height 5ft 9in > Weight 150lb

> Likes Testing trails, big rides, slack bikes

Bargain basement pricing doesn’t mean budget performance
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W
hen it comes to slipping and 

sliding on your bike, flat pedals can 

be a great choice. As you’re not 

clipped into the bike, it’s easy to 

get a foot out for stability, meaning 

hero-like drifts are just round the 

next corner. They can be a great 

confidence builder for novice riders and also skill enhancer 

for more experienced riders as they make you

focus on technique.

A decent set of pedals is only one half of 

the equation though, as to really get the 

most out of flatties you also need a set of 

bike-specific flat pedal shoes. We tested six 

of the best on the market back to back in a 

huge range of conditions to see how they work both on 

and off the bike.

Your tester

Jon Woodhouse, Technical Editor Bikeradar.com

Ex-WMB editor and flat shoe aficionado, Jon, has a 

footware collection so vast and impressive that it even 

rivals the one once owned by Imelda Marcos (the 

infamous shoe hoarding widow of a deposed 

Philippine president - Ed).

Jon and his highly attuned size 43 feet 

have tested hundreds of flat pedal and shoe 

combos over the years, so he knows exactly 

which flattie features are the most important, 

as well as what works and what doesn’t. 

FLAT PEDAL SHOES
-�Ý���������Ý������������������O�����������ÝO��Ý�����

Turn to p10

our ratings explained

what to look for

FIT

This is highly important, 
but also very personal 
to each rider. We’ll flag 
up how the shoes fit, 
where they offer support 
and where they might 
be lacking.

CLOSURE

Holding the shoe firmly in 
place on your foot without 
creating uncomfortable 
‘hot spots’ is vital. 

PROTECTION

Your feet are often in 
the firing line of wayward 
rocks or tree stumps, so 
it’s always good to have 
reinforcement around 
the toe box. Protection 
from the elements is 
useful too.

SOLE STIFFNESS

A stiff sole helps transmit 
more energy through to 
the pedal, but can lack 
feel and harm grip. Getting 
the balance right is really 
important for all-day comfort.

TREAD

As well as the rubber, the 
tread determines how well 
the sole hooks up with the 
pins on the pedal and also 
how much grip you’ll get 
when off the bike pushing 
through mud.

RIGHT RUBBER

The rubber used on the sole 
is vital to giving you enough 
traction both on and off the 
bike. Super soft varieties 
give excellent grip but can 
wear quickly, while harder 
compounds can be sketchy.
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The Jackets are the flat pedal version of Giro’s 

Chamber clipless shoe and as such they’ve got a 

decently stiff sole for pedalling efficiency and the Vibram 

rubber is tolerably grippy. If you’re looking for a nailed-to-

the-pedal feel or great off-bike traction then they’re not 

ideal, but if you like to be able to reposition your foot 

while riding then they’ll be right up your street. The mid 

section gives really good arch support though they’re 

prone to a bit of heel lift. There’s not much in the way of 

protection for your heel on the crank either. The sole 

itself tapers down towards the middle, which means 

pedal contact area is slightly limited if you prefer to shift 

backwards when descending. The overall shape suits 

narrower feet, though the lace eyelets lack metal rings 

and are also closely packed, which makes even 

tightening a bit of a faff. The laces are good quality 

however and there’s an elasticated band to keep them 

out of the way.

The reinforced toe box offers good protection and 

weatherproofing is okay, if not superb. The suede finish 

on our test pair didn’t stay looking smart for long either.

www.zyro.co.uk

Giro Jacket
Price £85 Sizes 39-47 Weight 880g Price £90 Sizes 37-48 Weight 812g

Respectably grippy and comfortable, but its 

rivals sport better technical features

Decent grip and protection if you’re a shoe-

.#0!}X-I�.'$"#/'4�'X/� *2)��4�!�!!4�'��$)"

FLAT SHOES

£85-£115

O’Neal Stinger II

The Stinger IIs use O’Neal’s own Honey Stinger rubber 

for a decently grippy sole, but their more casual looks 

belie the fact that they’re definitely based on a more 

traditional skate-style shoe rather than their more 

technical and bike specific rivals.

A relatively narrow overall fit is bolstered by the fact 

that the mid section of the shoe is usefully wide, giving 

decent enough support on the pedal, though there is 

definitely much more overall flex. That means the shoe 

is really comfy off the bike though the tread pattern isn’t 

particularly good in mud. It’s also rather flexy, which 

means that although you get great feel, pedalling 

efficiency isn’t particularly good. Add in a rather broad 

heel cup that allows a lot of lift and it means they’re not 

the shoes you’ll want for big mileage use. Plenty of 

padding which makes them super comfy, but also soaks 

up water despite the moderately weatherproof outer. 

There’s not much in the way of toe protection either, so 

hard strikes onto rocks aren’t advised. If you keep yourself 

mostly to the bike (or skate) park then they’re decent 

enough, but for mountain use there are better options.

www.oneal-europe.com
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The 2FO in the name stands for foot out, flat out, but 

there are a few issues that stop these shoes from hitting 

full pace. The SlipNot sole is sticky enough, while the 

hexagonal tread pattern becomes more tightly packed in 

the mid section, with a slight angle improving off-bike 

traction. On the pedal they hold well, somewhere 

between the nailed on grip of Five Ten rubber and the 

slightly less grippy Vibram seen on other shoes. However, 

the sole itself is very, very stiff which gives a rather 

wooden feel. Pedalling efficiency is great, but it’s just 

hard to know what the pedal is doing underfoot. The 

upper has decent toe protection, but the highly 

perforated outer lets in water and gets chilly in the cold. 

If you’re mostly riding in the warm then the ventilation 

will be a boon, but it’s not ideal for typical UK conditions. 

The reinforced eyelets and quality laces make them easy 

to tension, but we found the lacing dug in onto the 

tongue rather uncomfortably across the instep, 

something not helped by minimal padding. While we 

love the clipless 2FOs, these flat pedal versions are 

slightly lacking.

www.specialized.co.uk

Specialized 2FO Shimano AM7
Price £90 Sizes 38-49 Weight 863g Price £90 Sizes 38-48 Weight 820g

A grippy enough but very stiff sole kills feel. 

A shoe best suited to warmer climes

�-$''$�)/�!X�/0-X.��) �|/I��0/�.*(X�(�4�

prefer a little more outright pedal grip

Shimano’s AM41 shoes had an enviable reputation on 

both clipless and flat soled options, so we were 

expecting great things from these, their successors.

However, while the high build quality and neat features 

such as the lace-protecting flap are still present and 

correct, they definitely lose out to stickier soled 

competition when it comes to the all out wet-weather 

traction stakes. That said, if you prefer to be able to 

micro-adjust your foot on the pedal while riding, the 

Vibram sole allows you to do that. It’s also stiff enough 

to give good pedalling efficiency without becoming too 

uncomfortable or reducing feel. Off the bike grip in mud 

is decent enough, but they can be a little slippery on 

harder surfaces such as roots or rock.

The lace cover is a really neat touch and helps fend 

off instantly wet feet from splashes, though it only 

delays the inevitable. You also get an instep strap to help 

reduce heel lift and there’s great arch support too. The 

inside of the shoe is also slightly raised to help protect 

your ankle and overall they’re a very pleasant place for 

your feet to be in on a long ride.

www.madison.co.uk
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Five Ten revolutionised the flat pedal world when 

their first clumpy moon boots arrived, but their latest 

efforts are still leading the pack. Most of that is thanks to 

the super sticky Stealth Mi6 rubber sole, which offers 

unrivalled levels of grip. In combination with the small, 

dotted pattern, it hooks up superbly with pedal pins to 

give an unimpeachable platform when riding. It’s 

impressive off the bike too, but deep mud can overpower 

the shallow tread. The sole is also reasonably broad, so 

there’s plenty of space to find your own sweet spot when 

pedalling. Inside, they’re also pretty spacious, so if you 

have very narrow feet they can feel a little roomy, 

especially at the toe, though arch support is decent and 

they hold you nicely at the ankle too.

Another big plus point is their low weight. This is 

achieved through minimal padding, which also has the 

good side effect of holding onto less water when sodden. 

The lack of vents on the upper also helps fend off 

splashes too and the reinforced toe box does a decent 

job of seeing off strikes. Durability has been good on the 

numerous sets we have too.

www.fiveten.com

Adidas Terrex Trail Cross
Price £95 Sizes 38-47 Weight 950g

If you’re into scrabbling up hills off the bike 

before shredding down, then look no further

Yes, they’re expensive. They’re also the best 

�''�-*0) �}�/�+X �'�.#*X.�*)�.�'X�/* �4

As the name suggests, these hybrid shoes are designed 

as a sort of ‘crossover’ – one designed to work just as 

well on the bike as off it. Happily they’ve hit this nail on 

the head, so if you’re into big hike-a-bikes as well as flat 

pedals these are superb.

Part of their performance comes from the fact that 

they have a super sticky Stealth sole thanks to the fact 

that Adidas now owns Five Ten. That means great grip 

on the pedals or off, though the triangular pattern on the 

mid section of the sole isn’t quite as receptive to pins as 

the smaller dots of the Impact VXi and it’s not as wide 

either. However, the toe section uses a wedged pattern 

that works really well to dig in through slop when off the 

bike. There’s a good balance between sole stiffness and 

feel too.

The cut of the shoe will definitely suit those with 

narrower feet and there’s good support from the arch 

and little heel lift. The speed lacing system also makes it 

easy to get a nice even tension all along the shoe, 

something those with traditional eyelets can sometimes 

suffer with.

www.adidas.com

Five Ten Impact VXi
Price £115 Sizes 37-48.5 Weight 760g

FLAT SHOES

£85-£115
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Endura MTR Glove  

£33

Gore Power Trail
Windstopper® Light  

£50

Madison Element
Thermal Glove £20

No-fuss performance at an 

even less fussy price

Hefty price, but high comfort 

level makes them worth it

Lightweight glove with a 

rugged personality

T
here are a lot of features packed

into one glove – all seemingly

designed to up its grrrr factor

without adding bulk or weight.

Worthy of first mention is possibly the

biggest snot wipe we’ve ever seen, and

that’s supported by a synthetic palm

that also has a silicone grip panel on it, 

as well as on the first two fingers.

Aramid pads at the base of the hands

give a little extra cushioning where you

need it without compromising overall

feel, and are so robust we sense when

the rest of the glove dies they’ll still be

standing. For all the detail it’s a simple

glove – easy to pull on and well-fitting

with enough warmth for the chill of a 

spring morning.

www.endura.co.uk

A
combination of Windstopper®

fabric, strategically placed (but

not too bulky) padding and a

spot-on cut puts this glove high

in the comfort stakes over distance. We

especially like the short wrist cut, which

makes for better movement without

bunching. The fabric keeps light rain

and splashes at bay and breathes well if

the weather warms up. A good feel for

the bike is maintained through the

synthetic palm and silicone grippers,

and conductive inserts in the forefinger

and thumb allow touchscreen use. This

glove has that distinction that’s hard to 

pin down but feels ‘just right’. 

www.gorebikewear.co.uk

T
he warmest of our three

gloves tested, this is a dense

fabric with almost a neoprene-

like feel. It was warm but

without becoming sweaty, and is ideal

for the variability of spring riding that

can start cold, warm up and then turn

instantly freezing once four o’clock 

comes round.

There’s no grip section on the palm,

just on the first two fingers, but while

wear might eventually become an issue,

in terms of riding we didn’t experience

any grip issues. The detail on the finger 

and thumb is conductive for

touchscreen use, which in practice

worked but we did find we needed to 

apply some hefty pressure.

www.madison.cc

SPRING GLOVES
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Welcome to WMB’s Buyer’s

Guide. Here you’ll find the

top-rated bikes and bits of kit,

cherry-picked from those we

(and sister magazine MBUK)

have tested, across every

budget and style – everything

from wispy cross-country

hardtails to aggressive full

suspension trail bikes and beyond.

You can find a more in-depth review of these feature

products on our website BikeRadar.com, so you can get a

complete a picture as possible. We update this guide every

month, making it your ultimate reference point from

which you can make your next purchase with confidence.

Tom Marvin, Technical Editor

Choose your perfect bike and kit with
     Britain’s best MTB buyer’s guide

WHA TH

+++++

Turn to p10

our ratings explained



As always, this involves a degree 
of compromise. If low weight and 
the ability to give a stable pedal 
platform are your cup of tea, then 
look for a low-volume, minimalist 
shock with a climb switch. On the 
other end of the scale, shocks aimed 
at DH use are larger (and heavier), 
to deal with the bigger hits. They 
often feature more fine-tuning 
options for both compression and 
rebound damping, without offering 
a climb switch. There’s a growing 
group of large air-sprung shocks 
that offer ultimate control without 
the huge weight penalty of coil 
shocks, such as RockShox’s Vivid Air 
and Fox’s Float X2. 

It’s the middle ground that’s the 
most interesting though, with the 
ever-increasing demands of enduro 
and all-mountain riding leading to 

the creation of a new generation of 
shocks trying to master all trades. 
These shocks are mostly air-sprung, 
lightweight and have a climb 
switch. However, they also tend to 
have extra oil volume to allow them 
to cope with long, fast descents, and 
many have separate dials to 
independently tune low- and 
high-speed damping. Cane Creek’s 
Double Barrel Inline caused some 
excitement when it bought Öhlins’ 
legendary damping at a trail bike- 
friendly weight. For a growing 
majority of riders it could be a 
golden ticket to improving 
suspension performance. 

But some riders still prefer coil 
shocks for more aggressive riding. 
Although they add weight, they 
offer the ultimate in suppleness 
and heat resistance.

REAR SHOCKS

You might hold on to that 
treasured and well-used frame for 
several years, while the components 
hanging from it will change as they 
wear out or no longer match your 
favourite jersey. Shocks tend to be a 
neglected area, even though they 
are (literally) at the centre of your 
ride experience. Your rear shock is 
largely responsible for keeping your 
rear tyre glued to the ground – if it 
isn’t touching the ground then those 
expensive brakes or that flashy 
drivetrain can’t do their job! 

Many basic shocks on the market 
do a fine job for most riding, but if 
you want to squeeze a little extra 
performance from your full-sus bike 
then upgrading its rear shock might 
make a good place to start. 

Why should  
I upgrade?

What should I look for?

HOW
TO BUY
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A basic air-sprung shock can be 

had for a little over £200, but then 

that’s not why you’re upgrading, is 

it? If your existing shock offers 

decent performance but limited 

ability to adjust compression and 

rebound settings, then £300-400 

can upgrade you to a more ‘fettle-

able’ model. 

If a burlier shock for fast and 

aggressive riding is what you’re 

after, then be prepared to shell out 

a little more for today’s enduro-

oriented options. Fox, RockShox and 

Cane Creek all offer highly capable, 

mid-size shocks with piggyback 

reservoirs to guard against heat 

build-up for £400-500. Larger DH 

shocks, whether coil- or air-sprung, 

tend to go for around the same 

price, although RockShox’s Vivid 

R2C is an exception at £350. 

Titanium or super-light steel 

springs are a sensible option for coil 

shocks, saving a great deal of heft. 

However, expect to pay another 

£100 again for the satisfaction.

How much 
should I spend?

Rear shocks are durable 

components, and even a well-used 

and neglected shock will usually 

feel good as new after a full 

strip-down and service by a 

professional suspension workshop 

such as Mojo or TF Tuned. But if you 

regularly hunt out the longest, 

roughest descents then your shock 

will have to cope with a lot of heat 

generation, as some of that kinetic 

energy becomes thermal energy.

Shocks with a low volume of oil 

inside them can get too hot, with 

the oil responsible for the damping 

becoming runnier and less effective 

by the end of the run. If this sounds 

familiar, you could benefit from a 

burlier shock that’s designed with 

these conditions in mind. At the 

other end of the spectrum, if you 

find that your bike bobs up and 

down while pedalling then check for 

a ‘climb switch’ feature. This can 

make an upgrade well worthwhile.

How do I know 
if I need a new 
rear shock?

The way that force is applied to 

a shock at different stages of the 

travel varies from frame to frame. 

Many shocks on complete bikes 

come set-up specifically to 

complement that frame, and this 

is worth bearing in mind when 

upgrading a shock. For a fee, both 

TF Tuned and Mojo offer custom 

tuning to match your shock to 

your bike and riding style, to 

squeeze every last drop of 

performance from your ride.

Anything else I 
should know?

Compression damping – The 

shock’s ability to control how 

quickly it compresses. A shock  

with little damping will wallow 

through its travel very easily.

Rebound damping – Similar to 

compression, but controls the 

return speed of the shock. Too 

much will not allow the shock to 

extend quickly enough to absorb 

the next hit; too little and the 

shock will bounce the back wheel 

off the ground.

Climb switch – A switch that 

adds a big boost of on-the-fly 

compression damping, to get you 

up climbs or long road sections 

without unwanted pedal bob. 

Remember to switch it back to 

‘open’ at the top of the descent!

Piggyback – An external chamber 

containing additional damping oil, 

which allows a shock to deal better 

with heat build-up.

What does the 
jargon mean?
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CALIBRE .TWO TWO £430

Despite this being its first attempt at a bike range, Go
Outdoors has hit the nail on the head with this well-specced,
great-value bike. The nine-speed Shimano gears and hydraulic
disc brakes back up the smart handling, well shaped frame,
while the coil-sprung RockShox XC28 fork tames the bumps.

CARRERA VULCAN £360

The Vulcan offers class-leading handling and spec at a great
price – provided you can live with the weight. Despite a few
niggles it’s one of the best beginner bikes available (for the
money it’s exceptional) – it comes highly recommended. With 
a well-balanced ride feel, it’s a true trail enthusiast’s bike. 

VOODOO BIZANGO £600

Confidence inspiring, fun, and comes in at a highly
competitive weight for a 29er in this category. Smart spec
makes the most of the budget on offer, with tyres and bolt-
thru fork particular highlights. A genuine class leader that can 
put far pricer bikes to shame. 

DIAMONDBACK HEIST 2.0 £650

This pocket-friendly trail weapon is a diamond in the global
market of the big brands’ affordable but bland bikes. Sorted
trail-specific geometry, wide bars and a host of spec highlighs,
such as the RockShox Sector forks, make the Heist stand out 
from the crowd and a rowdy 650b bike for any trail.

PINNACLE RAMIN FIVE £990

Some smart design from Evans’ in-house brand Pinnacle and
a decent spec mean the Ramin Five has a really enjoyable and
versatile ride. A supple back end and top performing RockShox
Reba forks give comfort and control, while the geometry can 
handle a huge range of riding. 

MARIN NAIL TRAIL 9.6 £800

Surprising us from the off, the Nail Trail is a hugely competent
yet fun-riding trail hardtail. The 1x10, 11-42t drivetrain and
15mm bolt-thru RockShox Recon fork will leave other product
managers scratching their heads. Light weight, fast rolling 
tyres and decent drivetrain give a fast ride too.
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HAIBIKE FREED 7.1 £1400

Haibike has combined a carbon frame with decent kit on this
budget orientated yet perfectly raceable bike. The frame is
stiff yet relatively comfortable, totally futureproofed and the
suspension and wheelset would be at home on pricier bikes. 
One of the best entry level XC bikes on the market.

GT HELION COMP £1300

740mm bars are wide for a 110mm travel bike and hint at
more control and chaos taming potential than you’d expect in
this category. The complex Independent suspension system,
featuring Suntour SR Raidon fork and X-Fusion O2 shock, helps
create a remarkably smooth ride for a bike at this price point. 

BOARDMAN FS PRO £1400

Boardman’s blanced geometry might be trail tuned, but it’s
no slouch on XC trails too. The updated rear end has a bolt-
thru axle, as does the RockShox Revelation up front. While we
really liked the the SRAM Guide RS brakes and the Schwalbe
Nobby Nic tyres, the X9 drivetrain is outclassed by some rivals.

GIANT ANTHEM 27.5 3 £1499

The Anthem has mellowed over the past couple of years, and
it’s now as much of a friendly, neutral bike as happy on the
trail as it is on the race course. The Maestro suspension is
plush, helps the bike hug the ground and matches the bike’s
relaxed attitude, while the spec is great value for money.

ENTRY LEVEL
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SCOTT SCALE 950 £1099

In a straight line the 950 is a rocketship, with corners only
slowing it slightly. The Syncros 700mm wide bars and
80mm long stem cockpit combo give enough control
through turns. The 2x10 Shimano groupset allows you to
efficiently hit the climbs and the only upgrade it we’d like 
out of the box are a set of slightly wider bars. 

SCOTT SPARK 760 £1499

With a World Cup winning heritage the Spark is a great XC
race bike, that’s also comfortable on more ‘fun’ trails. The
760 lacks bar-mounted suspension controls, but the X-Fusion
shock controls pedal inputs nicely. Maxxis Icon tyres roll fast, 
but there’s compromises in the drivetrain.
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FELT EDICT 3 £2599

The 71.5-degree head angle means busy steering that needs
looking after on fast or rocky/rooty descents, but is a real
advantage when whipping the 29er front wheel in and out
of tight turns or weaving through technical trouble. The full-
carbon frame plus cost effective performance of Shimano
Deore stop and go gear make the Edict 3 excellent value. 

ORBEA OIZ H50 £2399

With a semi customisable spec and laser sharp race handling,
it’s small wonder this Basque brand have a well-stocked cross
country trophy cabinet. Despite being the cheapest bike in the
range, it uses carbon fibre for both front and rear triangles,
and it’s available with either 650b of 29er wheels. A solid and 
functional pick of components rounds out a great racer.

SCOTT SPARK 720 £2899

A versatile marathon/XC bike that’s unashamedly Euro-
looking. Despite this, it’s a modern bike that’s at home on
regular trails too. Scott have balanced stiffness with weight ,
with a carbon front end matched with alloy rear. Kit is good, 
but there’s room for easy weight loss wins.

SANTA CRUZ SUPERLIGHT 29 £1149*

The Superlight shares all the durable, communicative charms
of SC’s original single-pivot chassis, the Tazmon. This 2.5kg
frame is light enough that, even with one of their basic
Shimano Deore build kits, it never drags its heels out of 
corners or on climbs.

SANTA CRUZ HIGHBALL £599*

The Highball’s racy character is immediately apparent. The
long toptube stretches you out allowing you to take in plenty
of oxygen and the handling is fast but not nervous. The frame
can take forks up to 120mm, so it’s a versatile big wheeled 
beast for racetrack or trail. 

CANYON LUX CF 7.9 £2599

Slightly conservative geometry doesn’t hold the Lux back. We
loved riding it and how impulsively fast it made us hammer
the trails, despite leaving us exhausted and soaked in sweat.
You’re getting a quality, well-featured frame with superb kit
for the cash nailed to it, including a mix of SRAM X7/X9/X0
controlled by Gripshifters and RockShox suspension pairing. 

MID RANGE
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CANNONDALE F-SI CARBON TEAM £5499

The ultra-light frame is the smoothest hardtail
race bike we’ve ridden, but still hugely power efficient through
its Ai rear wheel. The Lefty fork with integrated stem/steerer 
is equally impressive and even the XX1 transmission is 
enhanced by the Si crank. 

SCOTT SCALE 700 RC £4499

Few bikes come close to being as poised and punchy yet
still an absolute riot to ride as Scale’s hardtails, and the 700
RC is no exception. Spec highlights include the lightweight
RockShox SID fork, SRAM XX1 transmission, Shimano XTR
stoppers and racer’s favourite saddle, the Ritchey Streem. 
One for explosively aggressive racers and riders.

SANTA CRUZ TALLBOY 2 CC £7603

This update to the fast and furious original improves things
further thanks to revised suspension, a thru-axle rear end and
a new carbon frame. In the ENVE-rimmed/SRAM XX1 version
we tested it’s brutally fast and also expensive enough to 
cause wallets to ignite spontaneously.

SPECIALIZED CAMBER EXPERT CARBON EVO 29

£4500

The Camber Evo is a fun, assured, capable bike that pushes
the boundary of what XC bikes are capable of. Supple
suspension, quality kit and planted handling mean it’s a 
pleasure to ride day in day out.

KTM MYROON PRESTIGE 29 £3700

The Myroon has Olympic blood running through its veins. Its
smooth, fly-weight nature suits spinners rather than Thor-
like riders, but an impressive XTR based spec shows value
consciousness. Rearward weight distribution lets it handle 
jumps and drops far better than you’d think.

SCOTT SPARK 710 £3299

The 710 uses an alloy rear-end with a carbon front, but that’s
cost effective wisdom rather than a corner cutting con. Choose
either 120mm of smooth and controlled Fox suspension, or
push the TracLoc thumb lever and the rear shock becomes
stiffer and travel drops to 85mm for a more positive feel. 
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CALIBRE BOSSNUT £1000

How the Go Outdoors super-chain managed to build and spec
the Bossnut as it did for a grand is anyone’s guess. Stunning
kit and a great ride means it’s one of our favourite bikes
anywhere. To benefit from the low price you’ll need to sign
up to the Go Outdoors bonus card, but it’s worth it just to get 
hold of the Bossnut.

WHYTE 901 £1200

A slack 66.5-degree head angle, long frame and wide bars
mean radical handling. It’s not a bike for shy or retiring riders,
but the mix of a proven tubeset and sorted componentry
creates a fantastic blend of responsiveness and confidence 
that makes any sort of mountain biking a lot of fun.    

CANYON SPECTRAL AL 6.0 £1699

The Spectral 6.0 comes with 140mm of travel at each end.
Making the most of the mid size wheels it’s easy to flick the
rear out mid air, and it’ll happily hop its way over roots and
rocks. The Canyon comes into its own on corners with simple
shoulder drops creating instantaneous changes of direction.

GENESIS TARN 20 £1900

With its chubby tyres and plush steel frame, the Tarn is as
smooth riding as hardtails come. The quality kit is also of
note, giving a bike that’s far more capable than its rigid back
end suggests. Some will love the easy rolling plus-size tyres, 
some may not, but this is a bike worthy of its score. 

PINNACLE IROKO 3 £1250

Despite a weight-saving alloy frame, the Iroko avoids being
super harsh and punishing on even the most technical
of trails. A heavily sculpted frame back end gives a super
compliant ride, while the kit bolted on is bang on for the
money. To really make it really sing, add a dropper post.
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BOARDMAN FS TEAM 650 £1000

Things haven’t really changed much for Boardman’s entry-
level full susser for 2015. The hydroformed triple butted alloy
frame with contemporary angles, 650b wheels and 130mm 
of RockShox damped suspension form a controlled and 
responsive baseline at a great price.
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MONDRAKER FOXY XR £3199
With a 160mm travel Pike RC in front of signature super-short
30mm stem and 760mm bars, you get an even better view
from the XR than 2014’s Trail Bike of the Year winner. Even
with a minimal tread Maxxis Ardent front tyre we were able to 
rip the Foxy downhill at sickening speeds. 

CUBE STEREO 140 SUPER HPC TM £2999

A superb spec including a SRAM 1x transmission and Rock
Shox Pike fork paired to a quality full carbon 140mm travel
frame mean that this Stereo is great value. Despite the value,
Cube gets proper bike shop support, which is good as you’ll
want to swing a leg over one to ensure you get the sizing right.

SANTA CRUZ 5010 CARBON C R AM £3099
For 2015 you get the same front end and rear moulds as the
super-expensive flagship Carbon CC frame. Top spec Maxxis
tyres flatter the feel and performance of the Fox Float shock
and RockShox Sektor fork. It’s not high end kit, but clever spec 
means superbike performance at an affordable price.

MID RANGE

YT CAPRA CF PRO RACE £3227 (APPROX)
The latest, and greatest Capra is one of the few bikes that
get a full 5 star rating. BOS suspension, front and rear, and
Mavic’s excellent CrossMax Enduro WTS are combined with an
absolutely sorted frame, making it probably the best enduro
bike on the market - beware though, to get the most out of it,
you have to be dedicated with your suspension setting-up.

COMMENCAL META AM V4 RACE £2650 (APPROX)

The 160mm RockShox Pike provides flat-out chaos control
over the toughest trails, while the impressive damping of the
Monarch Plus shock shines through as the hits get harder.
SRAM X1 transmission performs flawlessly as do the Guide RS 
brakes fitted.

WHYTE T-129 WORKS SCR £3099

With 750mm wide bars, 40mm stem and Stealth routed
Reverb dropper post, this isn’t your average short travel 29er.
A RockShox Pike up front is mated to a Kashima-coated Fox
Factory spec shock for big hit comfort. Its long, low and slack 
geometry provides superbly balanced trail poise. 
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NINER ROS 9 £900 (F/O)
This big-wheeled steel hardtail may look out of place amongst
big travel trail bikes, but the superbly supple ride and chaos
calming handling means that it can hack it on some seriously
tough trails. Beautiful build quality rounds out the package,
but when you’ve fitted it with kit to match, it won’t be cheap.

CANYON STRIVE CF 8.0 RACE £3199
Direct sales means have Canyon always given great value, but
they’ve hit the nail firmly on the head with this hard hitting
160mm travel enduro specialist. Totally dialled extra long
Race geometry uses with a special Shapeshifter equipped
shock to change attitude on demand for up and down fun.

MONDRAKER VANTAGE RR+ £2399
650b+ wheels and big tyres take the sting out of the stiff back
end, while the game-changing Forward Geometry takes care
of going very, very fast. Mud lovers should look elsewhere, and
we’d upgrade to better tyres, but look past this and you have 
an incredibly capable hardtail.

VITUS ESCARPE VRX £2500

Despite a having relatively small amount of travel at 135mm,
the Escarpe delivers it in such a well controlled manner that
you’ll be pushing far harder than you ever thought possible.
With quality kit for the money it’s also a hard hitter on value,
with only the slightly short and tall frame being an issue. 

MID RANGE

CANYON STRIVE AL 6.0 RACE £2299
The alloy version of the Strive is just as capable as it’s carbon
brother, but in an even more wallet friendly package. Climbs
are despatched with ease, while descents fly by at eye-
watering speeds. An even cheaper version without the 200g 
ShapeShifter system would be unbeatable.

WHYTE T-130 RS £2750
After lagging behind the more progressive geometry Whytes
last year, the T-130 has caught up with a stunning shape,
matched to a spec list that’s high performance and well
priced. The taut back end and rangey front means the T-130 is 
an absolute ripper on a wide range of trails.
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MONDRAKER DUNE CARBON XR £6599

Mondraker’s revolutionary Forward Geometry is paired with
an adjustable 160mm travel carbon frame and sublime Fox
suspension. We’d make a couple of small spec tweaks, but
the riding performance from this lightweight big-mountain
behemoth is sublime. Pricey, but it’ll pay you back in spades.

YETI SB5C £5800

Yeti’s new Switch Infinity suspension uses a free floating
lower pivot to increase both pedalling efficiency and big hit
compliance of the already light, tight and impressive handling
127mm travel carbon fibre frame. Its premium performance 
and pedigree do come at a price.  

EVIL THE FOLLOWING £4799

Evil bikes probably wouldn’t be the first people you’d think
would make a 121mm 29er, but they’ve created an incredible
machine that should get a cult following. The suspension is
sublime, the frame faultless and the ride engaging, fun and 
unbelievably fast. A true class winner.

YETI SB6C X01 ENVE £7865

It’ll seriously dent your bank account thanks to a carbon frame
and kit that laughs in the face of a budget, but this Enduro
World Series winner has serious pace and control. ENVE
carbon rims and Fox Factory suspension paired to the clever
Infinity Link suspension design give both speed and style. 

SPECIALIZED S-WORKS STUMPJUMPER 29 £6500

It might be the little brother to the burly Enduro, but less
travel doesn’t mean less fun for this 140mm bike. An updated
frame with great geometry and kit means it’s one of the most 
capable trail bikes on the market today.

HIGH END

PYGA ONEFORTY650 PASCOE £4095

The Pascoe has a subtle serial-killer calm character that
teases your best riding out of you. The composed suspension
is backed up by smart component choices. Decent value
considering the spec and top performance makes it one of the 
most fun trail bikes on the market.
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GENESIS LONGITUDE £1000
This rigid 29er adventure bike is fully kitted out for heading
into the wilds for days at a time, but well considered
geometry means that it’s actually a pleasure to hit sweeping 
singletrack as well as epic loops. 

CANYON STITCHED 360 £999
If you want to hit up pump tracks and dirt jumps, then the
tight handling of this little jump bike will be right up your
street. A beautifully detailed but tough frame along with
RockShox Pike DJ fork mean the odd tumble won’t harm it.

CANNONDALE CAADX RIVAL DISC £1400
If you want a bit of cross training but don’t fancy the road,
then a cyclocross bike can be just the thing to liven up your
skills and fitness. A lightweight and well made frame paired 
to disc brakes mean you’ll be able to stop properly and  
well as go fast. 

NS BIKES FUZZ 2 £2600
Better known for jump bikes rather than full-on downhill rigs,
NS have hit the nail on the head with this 650b wheeled,
200mm travel monster. Despite the relatively modest price, it’s
all set to destroy anything that bike parks and downhill tracks 
can throw at it. Injury insurance is not included.

SHAND BAHOOKIE ROHLOFF £3090
If you love big miles as well as handmade steel beauty, the
Scottish-built Shand is the answer. This hub-geared Rohloff
version is great for the maintenance-phobic too, while 29er
wheels and decent geometry mean it’s not a drag when you 
want to have some fun too.

SARMA SHAMAN £1650 (FRAME & FORK)
When you think of fat bikes, you don’t think of lightweight,
but this carbon framed machine will float over snow and sand
thanks to a feathery weight as well as the 4.7in wide tyres. It’ll
also lighten your wallet a treat, with carbon rimmed, SRAM 
XX1 drivetrain equipped complete bikes available.

MID RANGE

ENTRY LEVEL
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SRAM XX1 £1010

Despite years of intense use, SRAM’s original dedicated single
ring setup continues to seriously impress. Shifting accuracy
and drivetrain smoothness is superb across the wide ranging
cassette. A genuinely game-changing gearset from SRAM that 
dominates top-end bikes.

SHIMANO XTR £802

By far the most aggressively indexed shift feel Shimano has
ever released with a proper ‘snap’ into each gear that you can
feel however rowdy the trail gets. A closer ratio 11-40 cassette
gives smoother jumps between gears than SRAM’s 11 speed 
set ups, which suits XC racers.

SHIMANO XT 1X11 £378

With a slight departure from the usual Shimano feel, the new
XT is tight and accurate, if a touch heavier in feel than before.
Shifter feel and build quality across the group is as good as it
ever is with Shimano, however easily scuffed cranks is a minor 
niggle. Shimano’s legendary performance goes up a notch.

SHIMANO SLX 2X10 £640

This package is light, durable and incredible value for money.
Shifting is crisp thanks to tightly sprung mechs.
The 38/24T chainset and 11/34 cassette option is ideal for
trail centre blasting giving a decent range of gears. SLX brakes 
are also top performers, with plenty of power and feel.

SHIMANO DEORE £245

Thanks to Shimano’s trickle down of tech, Deore’s on-trail
performance is barely any different to SLX, and has features
found on the priciest groups only a few years ago. Shifting
is light, the chain is controlled by the Shadow+ mech and 
shifting across the cassette is excellent.

SRAM X1 £733

Durability of SRAM’s affordable 11-speed setup so far has
been on par with the already much improved longevity of
SRAM 11. A no-brainer for all but the most weight-conscious
riders. X1 components are a great option for those on pricier 
11-speed SRAM groups, as parts are interchangeable.
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SUPERSTAR TECH 4 DS25 £195

This wide-rimmed enduro set represents killer value. The
aluminium freehub and 27 points of engagement provided
by the four pawls inside give a swift and solid pickup. All axle
sizes are catered for with a quick and easy endcap change, 
and they’re tubeless ready from the off. 

AMERICAN CLASSIC WIDE LIGHTNING £600

At 29.3mm wide internally, these wheels give a great profile
to wider tyres up to 2.4-2.5”, yet at 1525g per pair they’re
light too, giving snappy acceleration. Keep an eye on your
bearings if you want them to endure as long as possible 
though, as the seals are relatively basic.

SPANK BEAD BITE OOZY TRAIL 29 £450

The rim design and three-cross lacing gives a stiff but not too
harsh feel on rough trails. They come set up for 15mm front
and 142x12mm rear axles but adaptors are included. Spank’s
Beat Bite technology gives a knurled bead for extra tyre bead
safety and less tubeless burping. Reliable 29er trail wheels.

FULCRUM RED POWER 27.5 HP £250

At just over 1700g for the pair, these wheels are competitive
with cross country wheels over double the price. Their light
weight helps with acceleration, meaning they’re a great
lightweight, smooth rolling option for narrow tyre users  
on a tight budget. 

JRA TRAIL DOG CARBON £749

Hand-built in Sheffield, JRA’s off-the-peg carbon wheels
give great tyre profile and performance with their 28mm
internal width. Stiff tracking yet compliant nature feels like
a suspension upgrade, while Bitex hubs are top performers.
Complete price is great, given the Derby rims are £290 each.

BIRD AM 35 £750

Bird have thought long and hard about their wheels with
lower-tension spokes for a softer build, an upgraded 36t
version of the DT Swiss freehub and 30mm internal width rim
for great tyre profiles. An extra £100 gets you a pair of quality 
tyres and all the gubbins needed to go tubeless.
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SPECIALIZED BUTCHER GRID £35

Very well priced yet high performance all-round trail and
enduro tyre from the Big S. Sticky compound gives grip in all
conditions. The tread clears well in mud too. Beefy sidewalls
give puncture protection and pleny of tyre stability. Perhaps a 
touch narrow, but this boosts mud performance.

MAXXIS MINION DHF 3C MAXX TERRA EXO TR £54

There’s no shortage of grip from the triple compound 3C
rubber, but it’s still fast enough to be used on either end
without killing rolling speed. A proper all-year-rounder option
on the front - adding a DHR to the rear gives a matching set.

BONTRAGER XR4 TEAM £40

The XR4 Team feels reassuringly solid on the trail without you
having to work too hard to accelerate and it sustains speed
well. Tread life is good even if you’re heavy on the brakes. The
rounded profile and supportive side lugs ensure surefooted 
cornering performance.

MAVIC CROSSMAX CHARGE £50

A fantastic way to glue your bike’s front end onto any trail
if you don’t mind suffering a bit on the climbs, thanks to its
relatively soft compound. The wide spaced tread clears dirt
quickly so even in filthy conditions it never clogs or surfs. It 
seals easily for tubeless running too. 

WTB TRAIL BOSS LIGHT FAST ROLLING £40

This mid-weight, 790 gram tyre has a relatively tall yet closely
spaced tread which rolls nicely on hard surfaces, and yet still
digs in to soft loam confidently. The 50 duro shoulder knobs
give confidence in corners, and the rounded carcasss lets you 
roll nicely onto them. 

SCHWALBE ROCK RAZOR EVO SUPER GRAVITY

TRAILSTAR £55

The 4-ply side, 2-ply top casing gives loads of grip at low
pressures, while also giving plenty of stability too. The low
profile central knobs roll easily, while the transition to the
softer compound side knobs gives confidence in corners.
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SHIMANO DEORE M615 £90

We’ve had consistent and impressively controlled
performance from every one of the many sets of Deores we’ve
used on test bikes. We’ve run them light with 160mm rotors
and all the way up to 200mm in gravity situations. These are 
all the brake you really need at an affordable price. 

SRAM GUIDE RSC £185

The new range of Guide brakes is aimed at the trail/enduro
riders. A piggyback reservoir configuration helps increase fluid
volume and improve consistency when the brakes heat up
and there’s plenty of on-lever adjustment too. One of the best 
out there for trail and all mountain riders.

SHIMANO XTR BR-M987 £222

A fantastic blend of low weight and single finger control, with
useful heat-eating upgrades. The magnesium and carbon body
helps keep weight low, while the three-layer sandwich rotor
performs better when hot. A totally trouble-free race brake 
with power, reliability and titanium bolts! 

CLARKS M2 £20

Clarks has always offered great value for money, and at £40
for the front and rear set, the M2 is a game changer. Braking
isn’t as touchy feely as some, but not completely wooden
either. Shimano brake pad compatibility means you’ll never be 
unable to find replacements either. 

HOPE RACE E4 STEALTH £220

Lancashire built brakes with great reliability and back-up.
There’s plenty of power from the 4 pistons, with nice, crisp
feedback, while the svelte lever minimises bar bulk. Ti and
alloy bolts help keep weight low compared to other four 
piston brakes, as does Hope’s floating rotor. 

SRAM GUIDE ULTIMATE £229

Benefitting from an upgraded lever and caliper, the Ultimate is
the most consistently performing brake from the Guide family.
New pistons and heat-protection give solid performance all
the way down a mountain, while the carbon lever and lever 
bearings rather than bushings are smooth too.
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ROCKSHOX YARI RC SOLO AIR £550

Without breaking the bank, RockShox have built a fork that’s
suitable for a wide range of trail bikes. A very impressive
chassis is bolstered by improve Motion Control damper that
only starts to feel stretched on the fastest, roughest, gnarliest
of trails. Veritably a forkin’ bargain for any 120-180mm bike.

ROCKSHOX LYRIC RCT3 £820

Despite ‘only’ 35mm stanchions, thicker walls and a beefed 
up brace mean the Lyric has plenty of stiffness when
compared to the Pike. Ground sucking grip and bug-hit
handling boost control, while adjustability means plenty of 
tuning options for advanced riders.

BOS DIZZY 29 120 £750

With one of the best dampers out there for XC forks, the Dizzy
manages to get away with a slightly flexy chasis, as grip and
control is like no other. Despite its low 1,630g weight, the
Dizzy is a perfect match for any of the new, short-travel, aggro 
29ers out there.

SUNTOUR AURON RC2 £380

The RC2 is as smooth off the top as a Pike, with a naturally
progressive air spring that that keeps it riding consistently
mid stroke unless you really need full travel. Low and high
speed compression damping work well too, giving more 
tuning capability than many forks at this price. 

MARZOCCHI 350CR £430

A 2015.5 release fork, the 350CR is a real bargain that doesn’t
have performance woes. Adjustability is good, and servicing is
very easy. It might be a bit vocal when pushed, but damping
control is excellent, especially considering the price. Reliability 
has been top notch on long term test rigs.

X FUSION SWEEP ROUGHCUT HLR £550

For the money, this has to be one of the top performing longer
travel forks on the market. The new Roughcut damper offers
high and low speed compression control, giving plenty of
tuning options. The chassis balances stiffness with weight.
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SHIMANO XT M783 TRAIL £70

Reliability’s long been the strong point of Shimano pedals,
and the XT Trails don’t disappoint. Once the cleat is engaged
they provide enough support for truly positive input from your
feet through the pedals. Mud shedding is reasonable, thanks 
to the well cut-away cage, which also aids engagement.

NUKEPROOF ELECTRON EVO £35

With more pins and a redesigned face offering increased grip
on the durable and light nylon body, Nukeproof has turned a
good pedal into a great one, and at a very reasonable price.
Adjustable pins are a nice touch, and the twin cartridge
bearings and DU bushing have proved reliable so far.

SUPERSTAR NANO TECH £43

These strong, grippy pedals give a performance that matches
others at up to three times their price. 10 pins sit in a concave
platform, giving loads of grip. Smooth, taut sealing sees them 
spinning true after considerable trail abuse, and there’s a 
multitude of colours to choose from.   

DMR V12 MAG £70

With this slimmed down 350g version, you’ll get better
clearance than the previous DMR classic. The 10 threaded
pins each side are removable and offer excellent grip,
bolstered by the concave shape, which is also shallower, 
giving more wiggle room over rocks.  

CRANK BROTHERS MALLET 2 £75

A large platform and replaceable pins provide great traction,
almost feeling quite flat pedal like when you’re unclipped -
it’s no wonder Mallets are popular with the gravity crew. The
mechanism clears mud well, but relase tension is light. If you
don’t want to feel to rigidly clipped in, these might be for you. 

SHIMANO RACE M540 £45

Without a cage, Shimano’s Race pedals are better suited to
stiffer-soled shoes. At 22g less than an XTR Trail pedal, the
M540s are light without the price tag. A crisp, predictable feel,
with adjustable release tension, and top relibility, thanks to
the cup and cone style bearings are Shimano’s trademarks.
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FI’Z:K GOBI M5 MAG £85

While the Gobi’s rounded shape certain divides opinion in
terms of comfort, this is a very well put together saddle.
The Microtex outer shell gives a great balance of grip and
movement. Reinforced edges defend the saddle from crash 
and the upper section sits on manganese rails.

BONTRAGER MONTROSE ELITE £90

This aggressively shaped saddle suits the requirements of
both XC racers and all-day riders. Padding is minimal, but
density is spot on and the shell offers plenty of comfort
enhancing compliance – aided by the titanium rails. Grip is
less than we would like, but otherwise an excellent package.

WTB VOLT PRO £55

The deeply scooped side profile gives a huge amount of
support. Padding is firm and plentiful, making for a great
choice for a long day’s riding. The lifted whale-tail can make
it hard to shift right back on descents, but helps keep you 
securely in place when you want to be.

FABRIC ALM ULTIMATE £225

If money is no object and you’re after a seriously lightweight 
(139g), yet tough and comfortable saddle, then look no
further. A dipped nose combined with plenty of sit bone
support in the rear, make for a saddle that excels when
climbing. Sightly sharp edges can be harsh on the thighs.

SELLE ITALIA SLR XC £110

If getting the miles in at speed is your thing, then the SLX XC
could be the saddle you’ve been yearning for. The long nose
aids climbing, while the firm feel keeps things comfortable
all day. Weighing in at 160g, this is a light saddle. Quality 
construction completes a high performance package.

CHARGE SPOON CROMO £25

Coming £200 cheaper than it’s Fabric stablemate, the Spoon 
shows that Charge can also cut it at the other end of the
financial spectrum. A slightly curved profile and tapered
rear give a really good base of support while allowing easy
freedom of movement. At 273g, weight is its only drawback.
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BONTRAGER LITHOS £70

The Lithos is fully in-moulded, with the outer shell coming in
a range of colours and designs. 19 vents are set into the shell
for ventilation, aided by internal channeling. Up front there’s a
flat visor that’s adjustable with three different positions. The 
Lithos is comfortable, ideal for all day riding.

SCOTT STEGO £120

Scott provide plenty of protection with the Stego and plenty
of back drop and more coverage around the temples. A MIPS
insert and smooth shell mean less rotational forces and
snagging in a crash for safety. Ventilation is great for the
coverage on hand and decent adjustment aids comfort.

BLUEGRASS GOLDENEYE £100

An enduro-specific lid that offers comfort and ventilation to
rival most cross-country helmets. The back is dropped low
to maximise coverage around the base of the skull while
the shell also drops infront of the ears to provide yet more
protection. A long visor keeps the sun well out of your eyes. 

MET PARACHUTE £170

With full full-face safety certification, the Parachute is the
lightest, most airy full-face lid out there, which makes it
more than usable on the trail. Low weight, good visibility
and great adjustability means comfort for all and it’s not as 
claustrophobic as many full-face lids can be.

SCOTT WATU £

At £35 the Watu puts pricier lids t hame. Ventil t on is
good thanks to decent vents and internal channels - remove
the bug net to improve this further. It’s comfortable, light and
adjustable, even in its one-size-fits-all guise. A top performing 
budget helmet.

SPECIALIZED AMBUSH £120

Specialized have put together almost the perfect package with
the Ambush. Plenty of protection is backed up with ventilation
that makes some XC lids feel like a sauna. A well-adjustable
visor and sorted straps mean you can set the lid up to fit and 
perform perfectly.
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FIVE TEN MALTESE FALCON £115

Five Ten has used a distinctly stiff sole unit to back up the
SPD bolt-hole equipped base. There’s no flop or flex either
side of the pedal like many ‘flat’ shoes so your feet won’t ache
or cramp after hours on your bike, even with less supportive
pedals. The velcro/lace system is comfortable and secure. 

FIVE TEN IMPACT VXI £115

The Impact has been a favourite of flat pedal users since it
arrived. The outers have been slimmed down to make them
lighter than the original but the same super-sticky sole is still
the highlight. A hydrophobic coating aids drying, and they
don’t get as heavy when wet than other Five Ten models. 

SHIMANO AM41 £90

The AM41s are one of our favourite flat pedal shoes. They’re
a fantastic blend of weight versus protection, pedalling
stiffness versus off-bike comfort and splash-proofing versus
breathability. The Vibram sole gives plenty of grip without 
feeling too wooden, both on and off the bike.

B’TWIN 520 £70

The big sole lugs are better quality and less treacherous than
most budget shoes, making them safer in hike-a-bikes and
dabs. With just two small mesh strips in the synthetic leather
upper they’re relatively weatherproof out of the box and easy 
to turn fully splashproof. 

DHB M1.0 £33

Yep, that’s £33 for the pair. The 3 velcro straps, once
tensioned correctly, give a comfortable, secure fit, and while
the upper is a touch plastickey, there’s ample ventilation. The
sole is stiff enough for high-powered efforts, and the rubbery 
lugs give good grip on hard, wet surfaces too.

SHIMANO XC 90 £320

The foot-hugging upper makes the XC 90 an incredibly
comfortable shoe, despite the stiff carbon sole. The stiffness
in the sole means power transfer is impressive, while the
adjustable insole means comfort for a wide range of foot
shapes. Velcro straps and a buckle add plenty of security.
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THE LAST WORD

A
fter moving to an only vaguely familiar

part of the country, one of the first things I

wanted to discover was the location of my

nearest trails. Handily there was a bike

shop in my new hometown and there I

learned that some downhill trails had

been cut into woods only a few miles away.

It sounded fairly straightforward to reach the woods 

using an off-road network of bridleways and green

lanes. I rode away armed with a spidery map of

scribbles, some half-remembered directions and a

mountain biker’s sixth sense for divining trails. This

was to be a proper MTB adventure, not some namby-

pamby ride following GPS routes or marked trails!

The first turn off the road was easy enough to find.

Things got a little less easy when the track rose steeply

and the muddy surface became cut with deep cattle

hoof prints full of slop – this was real riding not a trail

centre! Several rocky ups and downs later and I was in

fine spirits as I enjoyed my new habitat and reckoned 

“I soon began to hear
the bang of multiple

shotgun blasts growing
ever louder” 

Rich Owen heads off on a
voyage into the unknown

myself to now be fairly near the DH woods.

Soon enough, I reached a patch of forest set into a

steep slope. I started down a wide path and looked for

tyre marks off it. As I made my way down, my mood

began to wane, tread marks were nowhere to be seen

and there was nothing resembling any kind of trail in

the trees. Eventually I hit the bottom without even a

hint of bike trail. I checked my scribbles again, then

spotted the other side of the valley. Ah, that must be it.

I reached another track but as I started up it I heard 

the bang of multiple shotgun blasts growing ever

louder – I didn’t want to run into a bunch of trigger-

happy toffs! Peering ahead, I was pleased to see the

track swing away from the cacophony of gunfire. My

relief faded as I passed the rusting remains of farm

machinery and gas canisters before reaching a roughly 

hewn sign warning ‘Keep out! Dogs loose!’ and the

menacing bark of unseen hounds. I’d gone from being 

trophy-hunted by Tories to stalked by hillbillies!

Hammering back down the track I eventually

reached a real road. I kissed the Tarmac, relieved to

have evaded my semi-imagined perils. Daylight was

fading and without lights I needed to get home quick,

so I decided to stick to roads with actual signs. My

off-road odyssey had ended up a shameful failure.

Postscript: Once home, I easily located the woods

on Google Maps, then sheepishly discovered that the 

DH trails were on Strava. Ah...



Don’t Quit Your Day Job…Yet

Wakeup. It’s still dark out.

Food. Coffee. Squeeze in an hour of intervals.

Get the kids fed. More coffee.

Glycogen window is closing.

Off to school. Off to work.

Stare at the screen.

Home. Still 30 minutes of light left.

Hill repeats. Repeat.

Day after day. Week after week.

Registration is open.

Get to sleep early. Wake up even earlier.

Pin the number. Line up. Swallow the nerves.

This is going to hurt. This won’t break me.

This is going to be Epic.

specialized.com/epic




